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Resumo
Os Automatic Guided Vehicles (AGV) sa˜o ve´ıculos de transporte sem condutor e
a sua incorporac¸a˜o nas empresas, para transporte de materiais e apoio a` produc¸a˜o,
esta´ a ser cada vez mais frequente, pois cada vez mais se pretende ter efica´cia e
eficieˆncia na log´ıstica das fa´bricas e na entrega da quantidade necessa´ria de mate-
riais na produc¸a˜o, na altura certa e pela ordem correta, obtendo-se maiores lucros
e rendimentos de produc¸a˜o nas indu´strias. Recorrendo apenas a colaboradores
e transportadores, como empilhadores, e´ provocado na fa´brica bastante tra´fego
e muitas das vezes ocorrem velocidades elevadas dos transportadores. Isto pode
causar problemas, tais como, danificac¸a˜o de materiais (levando a desperd´ıcio e
a` necessidade de produzir novos materiais) e acidentes. Recorrendo aos AGV
e´ poss´ıvel evitar estes problemas, uma vez que conseguem transportar os mate-
riais com fiabilidade, trabalhar junto dos colaboradores em seguranc¸a e, ainda,
garantir uma cadeˆncia de ritmo das suas tarefas.
O objetivo deste trabalho foi implementar e testar algoritmos de planeamento
de trajeto´rias e escalonamento de tarefas para frotas de AGV. Neste sentido,
foram criados layouts fabris onde os AGV percorrem caminhos com menor custo
e realizam as tarefas pretendidas. Os va´rios modelos foram analisados e foram
tambe´m apresentadas as caracter´ısticas de cada um.
Este projeto proporcionou a oportunidade de aprofundar conhecimentos na
a´rea da modelac¸a˜o e simulac¸a˜o de AGV, e em algoritmos de planeamento de
trajeto´rias e escalonamento de tarefas.
Palavras-Chave: AGV, Simulac¸a˜o, Algoritmos de planeamento de trajeto´rias
e Algoritmos de escalonamento de tarefas.
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Abstract
AGV are driverless vehicles for transportation and their incorporation in compa-
nies, for transportation of materials and production support, is becoming more
frequent, because more and more is intended to have effectiveness and efficiency
in the factory logistics and the delivery of the quantity of materials in production,
at the right time and in the right order, resulting in higher profits and production
yields for industrial companies. Thus, using only employees and transportation
vehicles, such as forklifts, there is a lot of traffic in the factory floor and many
times high vehicles speeds. This can cause problems, such as, damage to materials
(leading to waste and the need to produce new materials) and accidents. Using
AGV, is possible to avoid these problems, since they can transport the materials
with reliability, work safely with the employees and still ensure a cadence of their
tasks.
The objective of this work was the development and testing of models that
simulate factory layouts with AGV fleets. For that purpose were implemented
planning and scheduling algorithms for controlling the displacement and task
allocation for the different vehicles. The implemented models were analyzed and
its main characteristics were also presented.
This project provided the opportunity to deepen knowledge in the area of
AGV modeling and simulation, and in trajectory planning and scheduling algo-
rithms.
Keywords: AGV, Simulation, Trajectory planning algorithms and Task
scheduling algorithms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter presents the project contextualization, objectives, planning, and, fi-
nally, the structure of this document.
1.1 Contextualization
AGV are transport vehicles without driver, i.e., they are mobile robots that can
follow markers, wires on the ground, use vision, magnets or lasers to carry out
their routes. They can safely transport various types of products without human
intervention, within production, logistics, warehouse and distribution environ-
ments, thereby reducing costs and increasing the efficiency and profitability of a
company.
With this project it was intend to model, analyze and test, through 3D sim-
ulation, planning and scheduling algorithms for AGV fleets, trying to determine
their relative advantages and disadvantages, taking into account several aspects,
such as avoid deadlocks, minimize the number of AGV required and minimize
response times.
1.2 Motivation
The motivation to carry out this project had two aspects: (i) the study of AGV
fleets and its trajectory planning and scheduling algorithms; and (ii) an acquisi-
tion of skills in the area of industrial processes simulation.
1
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1.3 Objectives
The main objective was to apply fleet planning and scheduling algorithms in a
simulation environment, in this case using the Visual Components (VC) software,
trying to determine the advantages and disadvantages related to the mentioned
algorithms, taking into account aspects as, avoid deadlocks, minimize the number
of AGV required and minimize response times.
1.4 Work Plan
The Gantt chart depicted in Figure 1.1 summarizes the work plan for this project.
Figure 1.1: MSc. Thesis work plan Gantt chart
The project will begin with the writing of chapters 1, 2 and 3 of the report
and with the learning of the operation of VC software. The learning of the
simulator will be based on a document of initiation and through small files of
examples available in the VC forum [13, 14]. Learning to work with VC will
take about thirteen weeks and writing about sixteen weeks. The next step will
be to implement and test the trajectory planning algorithms for approximately
ten weeks. After completing the previous task, the work will proceed to the
implementation and testing of the task scheduling algorithms, which will last
ten weeks. The implementation and testing of the algorithms will be largely
accompanied by the writing of the full report. It is estimated that the thesis will
be delivered on July 2, 2018 and its presentation and discussion in the week of
July 16 to 20, 2018.
1.5. STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION 3
1.5 Structure of the Dissertation
This document is structured in six chapters.
In Chapter 1 is made an “Introduction” to the work developed. The contex-
tualization, motivation, objectives and task plan of this project are discussed.
Chapter 2 is devoted to “Simulation Environments and AGV” and presents
simulation software for mobile robots, namely its main features, advantages and
disadvantages, and navigation methods and steering control of AGV.
Chapter 3 describes the “Planning and Scheduling Algorithms for AGV”, in
particular detailing the ones that were later implemented and tested during the
work.
Chapter 4 introduces the“Work developed”in that it allows the reader to know
the problem and the proposed solution to develop the project, the architecture
of the system and, finally, the practical implementation of the algorithms.
In Chapter 5, named “Tests and Results”, are mentioned which tests were
performed, the results obtained and if these are in accordance with what was
expected to be obtained.
Finally, on Chapter 6 (“Conclusions”) are analyzed the results of the work
developed and presented suggestions for improvements that can be performed to
the project in the future.

Chapter 2
Simulation Environments and
AGV
In this chapter a reference is made to the simulation software used, as well as to
other examples of simulators for mobile robots. Here are described types, advan-
tages, disadvantages, navigation methods and steering control of the AGV.
2.1 Simulation Applications
In this section will be mentioned some examples of software applications that
make it possible to perform simulations of industrial environments which use
mobile or static robots.
2.1.1 Visual Components
Visual Components software allows to create, configure, and simulate three di-
mensional (3D) factory layouts, program in Python language or Dot.NET, view,
edit component properties, as well model them and create components from
scratch. It is compatible with Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and contains
ready-to-use component/equipment library. It has a forum where users of this
software can place questions and get answers from other users, and where they
can share small projects they have developed. Additionally, it has a support ser-
vice that allows users to place questions/doubts or improvement suggestions, via
email, directly to the software developers and get answers [15].
This software contains many simulation resources that may help companies:
(i) in its sales, since it allows to create and present 3D layouts according to
the needs/requirements of the clients so that these can visualize the whole pro-
cess before buying some equipment or before implementing a new manufacturing
5
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process [16]; and (ii) in its management, since, for instance, before changing the
layout or a production processes, it is possible to test the changes in VC to detect
problems and analyze results, thus helping to reduce the downtime of manufactur-
ing companies and to accelerate the implementation of new processes, because if
the simulation accomplishes the requirements, the implementation becomes fast,
for it is enough to implement in reality what was simulated [17].
It should be noted that VC contains several resources for simulation with
industrial robot arms, but there is still little information, and few resources, for
simulation with mobile robots, since this functionality is in an early stage of
development.
2.1.2 Webots
Webots was developed by the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne
and is a development environment used to model, program and simulate mobile
robots. The user is allowed to design robotic configurations with one or several,
similar or different, robots in a shared environment, choose the properties of each
object (shape, color, texture, friction, among others) and choose sensors and ac-
tuators for each robot. Robot controllers can be programmed with the Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) or third-party development environments. The
behavior of the robot can be tested in worlds physically very upcoming to reality.
Controller programs can arbitrarily be transferred to real robots [18].
This simulator runs on Windows, Mac and Linux. Both global files and Ap-
plication Programming Interface (API) functions are cross-platform, since they
can be shared by people using different operating systems. Just as Visual Com-
ponents, it contains a forum and a support service and a library of robots, sensors
and other objects. It provides online a user guide, a reference manual and a robot
curriculum. Programming can be done in C, C++, Java, Python or Matlab. It
provides dynamic simulation, interface with Matlab and Robot Operating System
(ROS) and has an interactive 3D simulation window [19].
2.1.3 V-REP
The V-REP simulator, used for simulations of factory automation, development
of robot prototypes, among others, incorporates an IDE and is based on a dis-
tributed control architecture, that is, each object/model can be controlled in-
dividually through an embedded script, a plugin, a ROS node, a remote API
client, or a custom solution. This makes this simulator suitable for multi-robot
applications. Controllers can be written in C/C ++, Python, Java, Lua, Mat-
lab or Octave. Such as the previously discussed simulators, it also contains a
component/equipment library and a forum [20, 21, 22].
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2.1.4 FlexSim
FlexSim software enables performing simulations in 3D, optimize industry sys-
tems and, like the previous simulators, contains an equipment/component library
and a forum. It has a FlexSim AGV simulation software module that is used to
model systems that use AGV [23, 24, 25].
This software has Virtual Reality (VR) resources, containing demo templates
that are compatible with Oculus Rift, HTC Vive and OpenVR technologies. Two
of the models use touch controllers to add more realism to the models [26]. Finally,
it is still possible to have the resources to run simulations in the area of health
care. According to the case studies, it was possible to [27]: (i) redesign the general
stores department of an hospital, with the purpose of obtaining more space in the
supply reception area and avoiding congestion of pallets in the corridor that hin-
der the movement of employees; (ii) manage a hemorrhagic emergency in labour,
in order to reduce the time of ordering and administration of blood supplies and
medication; (iii) help determine optimal beds capacity for an outpatient surgery
center to improve patient workflow and experience; (iv) obtain data on patient
assistance, including arrivals and discharges and use of the staff utilization; (v)
study the large-scale rapid transport of hospitalized children, including estimate
travel times and develop contingency plans (evacuation priorities, recovery anal-
ysis and prevention/mitigation); and (vi) help in the preparation of a possible
emergency evacuation in an hospital facilities, with the purpose of evacuating
in the best way and in safety. With the simulation it is tried to predict the
evacuation time taking into account the different time periods of the day.
2.1.5 Simio
The Simio software provides an object-based 3D modeling environment which
lets construct 3D models from a top-down (2D) view, and then instantly switch
to a 3D view of the system, that is, from a more general 2D to a more detailed
(3D) view [28]. It also provides a detailed production schedule that records per-
formance measures that encompass the probability of reaching a target (e.g. due
date), the expected milestone completion date, and the optimistic and pessimistic
completion times (percentile estimates). The goals show the probability of the
tasks being met and codify the tasks with colors based on the level of risk, as can
be seen in Figure 2.1. In this figure it is possible to verify that jobs 3 and 4 are
in order, while job 2 is at high risk and job 1 is at moderate risk [1].
All Simio model-building products directly integrate with Google Warehouse
to allow the quickly download from a massive library of freely available 3D sym-
bols, to make models more realistic [28].
Simio also provides a forum and technical support for users [29].
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Figure 2.1: Example of a detailed production scheduling Gantt chart [1]
Like VC, all of these simulators are intended to help companies optimize
their manufacturing processes and factory layouts (resulting in higher profits),
reducing errors in the real world implementation, and minimizing the downtime
of production, as well as presenting simulations that allow customers to see if
the required requirements by them are fulfilled when these intend to buy some
equipment.
2.2 AGV
An AGV is an Automated Guided Vehicle, usually battery-powered, and that
has an associated controller to control its fleets or interactions with other AGV.
The batteries can be of lead-acid, lithium-ion, among others. Lithium-ion bat-
teries, used in Hamburger Hafen und Logistik AG (HHLA) Container Terminal
Altenwerder (CTA), provide an alternative to diesel-electric drive units. Lead-
acid batteries also provide that alternative [30].
AGV are used in internal or external environments where it is necessary to
transport products in the production, warehouses, containers terminals and ex-
ternal (underground) transport systems. They are programmed to transport
materials through defined routes of collection and delivery of products. This
type of vehicles emerged as an alternative to the use of forklifts operated by
drivers [7, 31]. The AGV can be guided by means of an electric and inductive
signal (filo-guided system), magnetic or optical (band and marker system) and
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laser (trilateration and triangulation system) as it will be described later [32].
2.2.1 Types of AGV
The AGV normally used can be classified into tugs, unit load and forklifts.
The tugs AGV are used to transport one or more wagons along a fixed route
with pre-established loading and unloading points, where the wagons can be
uncoupled/unattended to the AGV automatically and/or manually, the latter
using people. These AGV present high traction and the path curves present
minimum radius limitation to be able to transport the wagons. They are well
known for transporting parts kits in the automobile industry. The application of
this type of AGV in the logistics supply of the production lines becomes more
efficient than the systems that use forklifts for the unit transport of products
to the points of use [2, 3]. Two examples of this type of AGV can be seen in
Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Examples of tugs AGV [2, 3]
The unit load AGV have the possibility to move in places with little space
for maneuvers, since they are capable of making curves with very small radii or
even turning around its own axis. For this type of vehicle to carry a load, it must
be on a rolling base or a table type support, since the AGV will enter under the
rolling base and will raise it sufficiently so that no point touches the surface of the
floor. Afterwards it will start moving. The AGV platform may have an elevator
to help lift the material to be loaded. These AGV have application in industry,
hospitals and laundries [2, 4]. Two examples of this type of AGV are illustrated
in Figure 2.3.
The forklifts AGV operate in the same way as forklifts, with the difference
that they do not require a driver. Fork vehicles are the most common because
they are more flexible. They can interact with unit load AGV and also collect or
deposit a load on the floor. These vehicles are designed to move fairly high loads,
such as a steel coil or coach bodies, or else fragile products, such as glass plates,
or yet different types of pallets or different sizes of boxes [2, 5]. Two examples of
this type of AGV are presented in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.3: Examples of unit load AGV [2, 4]
Figure 2.4: Examples of forklifts AGV [5, 6]
2.2.2 Advantages
The use of AGV has benefits, such as [7, 33]:
• Flexibility of adaptation - these vehicles can be inserted in factories, re-
quiring little or no modification in the structure of the factory floor. They
allow quick and easy adjustment to changes in the operating environment
and changes in the transport sequence of the materials and can be cus-
tomized to facilitate their adaptation to the particular functions of each
type of factory.
• Efficiency - the use of AGV makes the operations more efficient, since de-
pending on the technology involved in the AGV development, these vehicles
can be monitored and controlled, which allows to locate the products at any
time and, if needed to collect products for manufacturing or deliveries, the
vehicle is never lost.
• Reduced costs - AGV reduce operating costs, because they can work contin-
uously (without interruptions) 24 hours a day and with little or no supervi-
sion, unlike people who need rest and supervision at the job they perform.
• Safety - AGV have cameras, lasers, and other sensors that allow them to
operate safely in environments with people and built structures. On the
other hand, people-operated equipment, for example, forklift trucks, do not
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have as many safety mechanisms, since they rely on operators to avoid acci-
dents. However, due to distractions or fatigue, accidents are frequent. With
the use of AGV these concerns disappear, since they do not get distracted
or tired. In addition, AGV can operate under conditions that humans do
not tolerate or in conditions where humans can not work optimally, such as
in extreme heat or cold, and/or around hazardous materials. In this way,
AGV increase safety and decrease operational downtime, which helps to
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of operations and production [33].
The AGV are built according to the European Standard for the safety
of self-contained vehicles (EN1525 - Driverless industrial trucks and their
systems [34]). The safety devices include: (i) collision detection because
they have sensors that detect obstacles in their range and calculate the
distance to them. In this way, the AGV slows down or stop, in order to avoid
collisions. In addition, bumpers can be incorporated which, when triggered,
ensure instantaneous stoppage of the vehicle if the obstacle sensor(s) has not
been actuated; (ii) audio or visual signals due to the existence of signaling
devices, such as flashing light signals or audible alerts that indicate the state
of the AGV (loaded, unloaded, etc.) or warn workers of their presence; and
(iii) manual control and emergency buttons to stop the AGV abruptly and
instantaneously [7].
2.2.3 Disadvantages
Beyond the benefits presented when using AGV, these vehicles also present some
drawbacks, such as [33]:
• Initial investment - is potentially high because buying an AGV will probably
be more expensive than hiring employees or using other equipment, for ex-
ample forklifts. This purchase is also associated with periodic maintenance
costs and occasional repairs. Although AGV are not directly operated by
people, there is some operational downtime required as people are trained
and vehicles are deployed. However, this is not properly a disadvantage,
but it can lead to one punctual expenditure.
• Flexibility of operations - is reduced since AGV work according to prede-
fined systems and processes. Thus, it is more advantageous to have collab-
orators because they can “jump” between tasks, for example in a situation
where a collaborator needs to stop what he is doing and replace a colleague
in a completely different task. However, collaborators with experience in
diverse tasks are necessary, so that they are able to replace or to help where
necessary, whereas an AGV is not able of doing this.
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2.2.4 Navigation Methods
There are several navigation methods that encompass fixed or dynamic trajec-
tories that an AGV can travel. The option of implementing fixed or dynamic
paths will depend on the installation costs, flexibility requirements and the need
or not for future system expansion. Fixed paths are the most used solution in
the market, implying lower costs, however have less flexibility preventing layout
changes [35].
2.2.4.1 Fixed Trajectories
Fixed trajectories encompass filo-guided and bands systems.
The filo-guided system, presented in Figure 2.5(a), translates into the defini-
tion of the AGV path by means of electric conductors incorporated in the ground,
through which flows an alternating electric current, as depicted in Figure 2.5(b).
These conductors generate a magnetic field due to the sinusoidal current that
flows through them. This field is detected by an antenna placed on the AGV. It
is a non-flexible system, as it does not allow routes to be changed easily. In order
to make changes it is necessary to re-implant conductors on the floor, entailing
high costs, which is why it is not used in industries that need to reconfigure
the layout many times. However, it is widely used because of its simplicity and
robustness [7, 35].
(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: Navigation method (a) and Magnetic field used (b) [7]
The bands system defines the trajectory using a magnetic tape glued to the
floor or using lines that are painted on the floor, as shown in Figure 2.6. Its
operation is identical to the filo-guided system, incorporating, however, a sensor
suitable to detect the tracks. The main advantage of this system in relation to the
filo-guided system lies in the routes, since these can be exchanged more easily and
quickly when compared with filo-guided systems and with lower costs and in less
time, thus becoming a more flexible navigation method. The main disadvantage
is that if the tape gets damaged or dirty due to the movement of people or objects
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on it, the AGV may fail to detect it and, as a result, will not be able to continue
the journey.
Figure 2.6: Band system [7]
2.2.4.2 Dynamic Trajectories
The dynamic trajectories include the system of trilateration and laser triangula-
tion and the system of markers.
In the system of trilateration and laser triangulation there are emitter or
reflector posts or headlights (ultrasound, laser, infrared, color code, among others)
in columns, walls and/or other high places and of easy access to the laser installed
in the AGV. This laser is usually of the scanner type, so that it can perform
rotating scans, as depicted on Figure 2.7. The laser rotates in search of reference
points (posts or headlights) that help the AGV to locate itself. However, in
order to obtain the location, the vehicle needs to detect at least three of these
reference points (advisable five or more), which means that there must be a
good/strategic planning in the arrangement of these points, i.e., one must know,
a priori, the position of the points, using trilateration techniques, which make it
possible to measure distances or differences of distances to points, or triangulation
techniques that allow to measure angles between the AGV and the points. The
mapped area is stored in the AGV memory. This type of navigation allows a high
speed of movement of the vehicle, and is a more flexible, reliable and safe form of
navigation that guarantees greater precision in the position of the AGV; however
it is the most expensive because it may be necessary to prepare the surrounding
AGV work area, if there are no adequate reference points already installed [7, 35].
The marking system is based on marking small magnetic disks spaced from
each other on the shop floor, as shown in Figure 2.8. In the case of simpler
magnetic markers, it is not possible to know the absolute position of the AGV,
however, it is possible to previously store the coordinates of the markers in a
database giving to the AGV the information of its location when passing through
a marker. The markers may also indicate the next path segment in order to direct
the vehicle to the next desired marker. If the AGV deviates from the planned
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Figure 2.7: Laser triangulation system [7]
Figure 2.8: Marking system [7]
trajectory by accumulating errors, it will not find the next marker, getting lost.
In this way, this system is usually used together with a gyroscope that analyzes
the variations in direction. It is a flexible solution allowing routes to be changed
easy and quickly. The costs are higher than the magnetic tape solution, but it is
the type of dynamic trajectory with the lowest price [7].
2.2.5 Steering Control
The direction control depends of the type of wheels used and their geometric
configuration on the AGV chassis. Some possibilities are shown in Figures 2.9
and 2.10. More alternatives can be found in [8].
2.3 Conclusion
This chapter described simulation software for mobile robots, including the one
used in this project. Types, advantages, disadvantages, navigation methods and
control of AGV direction were also described. The objective was to present
simulation software for mobile robots and the main AGV characteristics.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.9: Two-wheel centered differential drive with a third point of contact
(a), two connected traction wheels (differential) in rear, 1 steered free wheel in
front (b) and three motorized Swedish or spherical wheels arranged in a triangle;
omnidirectional movement is possible (c) [8]
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.10: Two-wheel differential drive with 2 additional points of contact (a),
two motorized wheels in the rear, 2 steered wheels in the front; steering has to be
different for the 2 wheels to avoid slipping/skidding (b) and four omnidirectional
wheels (c) [8]

Chapter 3
Planning and Scheduling
Algorithms for AGV
In this chapter are described planning and scheduling algorithms for AGV fleets.
The planning algorithms allow AGV to travel the most efficient path, that is, at a
lower cost and without collisions, while the scheduling algorithms allow the AGV
to perform the intended tasks in the most adequate order.
3.1 Trajectory Planning Algorithms
The trajectory planning can include aspects such as the planning of movements
between obstacles and the coordination of movement with other AGV. Thus, aims
at choosing the route that usually takes less time and that presents less costs for
the AGV to accomplish the intended tasks.
3.1.1 A star
The A star (A*) search method is an extension of the Dijkstra method; however,
as it uses heuristics, it can achieve better performance. This method evaluates the
node to be expanded, encompassing the cost of arriving from the initial node to
node n (g(n)) and the estimated cost of moving from that node to the destination
node (h(n) - heuristic), resulting in Expression 3.1, where f(n) is the estimated
cost of the best route to the destination node, passing through node n [36, 37]:
f(n) = g(n) + h(n) (3.1)
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This search method can be considered optimal if both of the following condi-
tions are satisfied:
• Admissibility - utilization of an allowable (optimistic) heuristic, but h must
not overestimate the real cost to reach the solution. Thus, straight line
distance can be used, because the shortest distance between two points is
a straight line. That is, verify Equation 3.2 [36, 37]:
h(n) 6 h∗(n), where h∗(n) is the real cost from n (3.2)
• Consistency - according to [36], “... is a necessary condition for the A*
method to be optimal, but only if this method is used in graph searches.
The heuristic h(n) is consistent if for all n nodes and their successors n′
generated by an action a, the estimated cost of the displacement from the
n node to the end node is not greater than the cost of moving from the n
node to the n′ node plus the estimated cost of displacement from node n′
to the destination node”, as it can be seen in Equation 3.3.
h(n) 6 c(n, a, n′) + h(n′) (3.3)
3.1.2 Time Enhanced A*
The Time Enhanced A* (TEA*) algorithm consists of an incremental algorithm
that builds the path of each vehicle taking into account the movements of other
AGV. This feature allows the algorithm to produce conflict free routes and, at
the same time, deal with deadlock situations, since the paths are constantly
recalculated and the map information is updated at each iteration, that is, the
unpredictable events are considered in the input map allowing to avoid the main
challenges of any multi-AGV approach such as collisions and deadlocks [9].
The algorithm in question is based on the A* heuristic search, previously
mentioned, however it contains an additional component, the time. This compo-
nent is important to allow a better prediction of the vehicles’ movements during
run time. Each node on the map has three dimensions: the cartesian coordinates
(x, y) and a representation of the discrete time. The time is represented through
temporal layers, k = [0; TMax], on which TMax represents the maximum number
of layers. Each temporal graph is composed of a set of free and occupied/obstacles
nodes, as it can be can seen in Figure 3.1 [9].
The path for each AGV is calculated during the temporal layers. In each
temporal layer, the position of each vehicle is known and shared with the other
vehicles. In this way, it is possible to detect future possible collisions and avoid
them at the beginning of the paths’ calculation. Each AGV can only start and
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stop in nodes and a node can only be occupied by one vehicle on each temporal
layer [9].
Figure 3.1: Temporal graphs (left) and AGV positions in each graph (right) [9]
The operation of the TEA* algorithm is similar to A*, as already mentioned,
since for each AGV, during the path calculation, the next neighbor node analyzed
depends on a cost function, f(n), given by the sum of two terms: the distance to
the initial vertex, g(n), and the distance to the end point, h(n). The main differ-
ence between these two algorithms is that in TEA* time is considered, resulting
in two definitions, according to [9]:
• “Definition 1: The neighbor vertices of a vertex j in the temporal layer k
belong to the next temporal layer given by k + 1” (Figure 3.1), that is,
the total number of temporal layers depends of the number of iterations
required to reach the intended destination. The more complex the map,
the more iterations are needed.
• “Definition 2: The neighbor vertices of vertex j (vjadj) include the vertex
containing the AGV current position, and all adjacent vertices in the next
time component.”, that is, the set of neighboring nodes includes not only the
adjacent nodes, but also the node corresponding to the position in analysis.
This property allows a vehicle to maintain its position between consecutive
time instants if any neighbour node is free, as can be seen in Figure 3.1.
In this case, it is not considered a zero value for the euclidean distance;
instead a constant heuristic value corresponding to the stopped movement
is assigned.
In Figure 3.2 is depicted the control diagram of the TEA* operation, for each
iteration of the algorithm in a multi-AGV context. The initial positions of the
AGV are placed as obstacles, in the first time layer (k = 0), allowing a vehicle to
consider the positions of the other vehicles as nodes occupied. In order to avoid
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Figure 3.2: Control diagram for each algorithm iteration in a Multi-AGV situa-
tion [9]
deadlocks, those nodes are placed as obstacles only in k = 0, 1, that is, in the first
two time layers. Next, is analyzed what the AGV has to do (missions) and the
path for each of the vehicles is calculated using the TEA*. The coordinates of
the next node, in the second time layer (k = 1), are transmitted to the respective
AGV. Before moving to the next mission, the full path is converted as obstacle
to the following missions and respective AGV. With this in mind, it is possible
to coordinate the vehicles, while avoiding collisions [9].
3.1.3 Rapidly Exploring Dense Trees
This method of trajectory planning follows an approach of sampling and in-
cremental search that allows a good performance of the algorithm without any
parameter adjustment. The idea is to incrementally construct a search tree that
gradually improves the resolution, without having to explicitly define some reso-
lution parameter. At the limit, the tree covers all space. Thus, it has properties
similar to the space filling curves, but instead of a long path, there are shorter
paths that are organized into a tree. A dense sequence of samples is used as a
guide in incremental tree construction. If it is a random sequence, the resulting
tree is called Rapidly Exploring Random Tree (RRT). Typically, this family of
trees, whether random or deterministic, will be referred to as Rapidly Exploring
Dense Trees (RDT) to indicate that a dense cover of space is obtained [10, 36].
The algorithm exploration begins with the creation of an initial vertex, q0,
which will then result in ramifications, as can be seen in Figure 3.3(a), where
there are three edges and four vertices. That is, for k iterations, a tree is created
iteratively by connecting α(i) to its nearest point. The connection is usually
made along the shortest possible path. At each iteration, α(i) becomes a vertex,
resulting a dense tree. If the closest point, qn, for α(i) is a vertex, as shown in
Figure 3.3(b), an edge is constructed from qn to α(i). However, if the nearest
point is inside an edge, as shown in Figure 3.3(c), the existing edge is divided so
that qn appears as a new vertex and an edge is constructed from qn to α(i). Note
that the total number of edges may increase by one or two in each iteration [10].
Observing Figure 3.4(a) it is possible to verify that in the initial iterations,
the RRT quickly reached unexplored parts, but it is dense in the limit (with
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.3: Tree constructed so far (a), addition of new edge and connection from
the sample α(i) to the nearest point, which is the vertex qn (b) and division of
the edge into two and insertion of new vertex (c) [10]
probability one), which means that it gets arbitrarily close to any point in the
space. Several main branches were first constructed because it rapidly reached
the far corners of the space. Progressively, more and more area was filled by
smaller branches, as can be seen in Figure 3.4(b). From the images, it is noticed
that in the limit, the tree fills densely the space. In this way, it is verified that the
tree gradually improves the resolution (or dispersion) as the number of iterations
increases [10].
(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Tree obtained for 45 iterations (a) and tree obtained for 2345 iterations
(b) [10]
In sampling-based motion planning, the obstacle region (Cobs), present in
Figure 3.5, is not explicitly represented, hence it must be taken into account
when building the tree. The procedure for solving the mentioned situation allows
to obtain the closest possible configuration of the Cfree boundary (free space),
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along the direction toward α(i). The nearest point, qn, is set to be the same
(obstacles are ignored), however the new edge may not reach α(i). In this case,
an edge is constructed from qn to qs (last possible point before reaching the
obstacle). The proximity of the edge to the boundary of the obstacle depends
on the method used to check the collision, as explained in [10] (section 5.3.4.).
Sometimes it may happen that qn is already as close as possible to the Cfree
limit in the direction of α(i). In this case, no new edge or vertex is added for
that iteration [10].
Figure 3.5: Presence of an obstacle in the construction of the tree [10]
3.1.4 Time Windows
In dynamic routing a calculated path depends on the number of currently active
AGV’ missions and their priorities. The Time Windows method allows to deter-
mine the shortest path using time windows (Figure 3.6). This method checks the
mission candidate paths by using the time windows to verify if certain paths are
feasible. Viability of a particular path is evaluated by a time windows insertion
followed by a time windows overlap (conflict) test. In the case of conflict, the al-
gorithm iteratively reinserts time windows until conflicts disappear or an overlap
is present only on the path’s origin arc, indicating that the candidate path is not
feasible. The procedure is repeated for all candidate paths and the result is a set
of executable paths. The final task of the algorithm is to choose the shortest one
among executable paths in terms of a time required for a vehicle in mission to
get from the origin to the destination arc. When a new mission is requested at
a given time, is searched a idle vehicle to assign it to that mission (with initial
mission priority). As a goal of dynamic routing is to determine the shortest path
for certain mission under current state of the system, all candidate paths should
be checked for feasibility [11].
In this method each task is answered within a certain time interval. Thus,
when an AGV arrives at a work center, it can only perform the task of the same,
if the time it arrived is greater than or equal to the beginning of the time window.
If a vehicle arrives before the time window starts, has to wait. On the other hand,
after answering the task of a work center, the time at which the vehicle leaves
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Figure 3.6: Example of time windows in a vector form [11]
the center must be less than or equal to the end of the time interval given by the
work center [38].
The purpose of this method is to help find routes, for an AGV fleet, without
collisions and that minimize the total distance travelled, so that all tasks are
satisfied within the defined time interval for each work center [38].
3.1.5 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorithms (GA) are a parallel and global search technique that emulates
natural genetic operators. As it simultaneously evaluates many points in the
parameter space, it is more likely to converge to the global optimal [12].
Many path planning methods use a grid-based model to represent the en-
vironment space. The grid-based environment space can be represented in two
ways, by the way of an orderly numbered grid, as shown in Figure 3.7, or by the
way of (x,y) coordinates plane [12].
A chromosome represents a candidate solution for the path planning problem.
A chromosome or a path consists of a starting node, a target node and the nodes
though which the mobile robot travels. These nodes or steps in the path are
called genes of the chromosome. A valid path consists of a sequence of grid
labels which begins from starting node and ends at the target node, as shown in
Figure 3.8 [12].
The initial population is generally generated randomly. Thus, some of the
generated chromosomes may include infeasible paths which intersect an obstacle.
An optimal or near optimal solution can be found by genetic operators, even
though the initial population includes infeasible paths. However, this process
reduces the search capability of the algorithm and increases the time to find an
optimal solution. Furthermore, crossover of two infeasible chromosomes may gen-
erate new infeasible paths. In order to solve this problem, each chromosome must
be checked whether it intersects an obstacle, when generating the initial popu-
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Figure 3.7: Example of the orderly numbered grid environment representation [12]
lation. If it does, the intersected gene on the chromosome is changed randomly
with a feasible one [12].
The optimal path may be the shortest, the one requiring the least time or less
energy to be traversed. Generally, in the path planning problems, the objective
function is considered as the shortest path. In the performed study in [12], the
objective function value of a chromosome used in GA is given by equations 3.4
and 3.5:
Figure 3.8: Decimal coded genes of a chromosome [12]
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f =
{∑n−1
i=1 d(pi, pi+1), for feasible paths∑n−1
i=1 d(pi, pi+1) + penalty, for infeasible paths
(3.4)
d(pi, pi+1) =
√
(x(i+1) − xi)2 + (y(i+1) − yi)2 (3.5)
In these equations, f is the fitness function, pi is the ith gene of chromosome,
n is the length of the chromosome, d is the distance between two nodes, xi and
yi are the robot’s current horizontal and vertical positions, x(i+1) and y(i+1) are
the robot’s next horizontal and vertical positions. The direction of the robot is
determined by the equation 3.6 [12]:
α = tan−1
(yi+1 − yi)
(xi+1 − xi) (3.6)
The objective function value is defined as the sum of distances between each
node in a path. If there is an obstacle in the direction of the robot, a penalty is
added to the objective function value. The penalty value should be greater than
the maximum path length on the environment. In order to find an optimal path,
the algorithm searches for a chromosome whose penalty is eliminated [12].
The main principle of the GA is that the best genes on the chromosomes
should survive and be transferred to new generations. A selection procedure
needs to be done to determine the best chromosomes. The selection process
consists in the following three steps [12]:
1. Objective function values of all chromosomes are found.
2. Fitness values are assigned to chromosomes according to their objective
function values. In the study performed in [12], the rank based fitness
assignment is used instead of the proportional assignment method. This
prevents a few better chromosomes to be dominant in the population.
3. Chromosomes are selected according to their fitness values and then put
into a mating pool to produce new chromosomes.
Normally, crossover combines the features of two parent chromosomes to form
two offsprings. In Figure 3.9, single-point crossover operator is used, and the
genes of the two “parent” chromosomes after the crossover point are changed [12].
All candidate chromosomes in the population are subjected to the random
mutation after the crossover operation. This is a random bit-wise binary comple-
ment operation or a random small change in a gene, depending on the coding of
chromosomes, applied uniformly to all genes of all individuals in the population
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Figure 3.9: Single-point crossover [12]
with a probability equal to the mutation rate. The mutation operation expands
the search space to regions that may not be close to the current population, thus
ensuring a global search. The mutation operation increases the diversity of the
population and avoids the premature convergence [12].
In conventional GA, random mutation is the most commonly used operator.
However, random mutation can cause generation of infeasible paths. Even though
a chromosome is feasible before the mutation operation, the new node changed
by the mutation may have an obstacle and therefore it constitutes an infeasible
path, as shown in Figure 3.10. This makes the optimization slower and increases
the number of generations [12].
Figure 3.10: Infeasible path [12]
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In order to overcome this problem, several studies concerned with the im-
provement of mutation operation have been done in the literature. The authors
of those studies, as well as the method proposed by each author, are described
in [12].
3.2 Task Scheduling Algorithms
Scheduling tasks allow to order and sequence the tasks to be performed. Schedul-
ing algorithms can be seen as rules to follow for scheduling tasks. Some rules will
be mentioned, as well as an algorithm that helps to solve AGV affectation prob-
lems to tasks.
3.2.1 Shorter Distance Rule
This algorithm is ruled by the nearest task rule. Three strategies can be adopted
for this rule: (i) each AGV has its task list, does not share it with the other AGV
and always executes which is closest; (ii) the AGV share the task list. The task
is verified and associated with the closest AGV. In this way, the situation may
be that the AGV is always closer to the tasks and the others do not perform any
tasks; and (iii) the AGV share the task list. For each AGV is checked which is
the closest task.
3.2.2 Longest Idle Vehicle Rule
This rule gives the highest priority to the AGV which has remained available for
a longer time, in the aggregate of all available vehicles. That is, the AGV used
is that whose difference between the current time and the time the AGV became
available is maximum [39].
3.2.3 Least Utilized Vehicle Rule
This rule needs to have access to time statistics of the AGV in order to determine
the rate of use of each vehicle. The vehicle chosen shall be the one with the lowest
rate of use, up to the moment when the expedition decision has to be taken [39].
Like the longest idle vehicle rule, the least utilized vehicle rule allows to bal-
ance the workload of the various AGV of a fleet [39].
3.2.4 Modified First Come-First Serve Rule
This rule seeks to grant AGV to work centers in chronological order of reception
of pending transport tasks [39].
When a work center issues a new task and it can not be immediately answered,
the time at which the task is issued is saved. If there are issued new tasks by the
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same work center before the first pending task is assigned to a vehicle, its issued
time is not saved. Thus, no work center can have more than one task to compete
for the use of AGV [39].
When a vehicle becomes available, it is assigned to the work center whose
first pending task has the shortest issuing time. When the pending task of a
work center is attended, the transportation needs of the center are evaluated and
updated in one of two possible ways [39]:
• if there are no more pending tasks, the work center does not need any other
AGV;
• if more than one AGV is required, the oldest new pending task is assigned
the time the last AGV was assigned to a task in the work center in cause (the
time the last pending task was served). That is, if there are, for example,
three work centers, the time at which the last AGV was assigned to a task
of the center 1, is assigned to the next task to be taken care of from that
center. Thus, the AGV can perform tasks of the remaining work centers.
This rule does not directly take into account any exhaustion of the capacity of
the work center queues, however, it assures the reduction of the attending time
of a task. The number of assignments made to a work center is related with its
intensity of manufacturing operations achievement [39].
3.2.5 Hungarian Algorithm
The “classic” problem consists in affecting n individuals to n tasks, reducing the
time spent in tasks achievement. Thus, is presented the Model exposed in 3.7,
where j represents the tasks and i the vehicles, cij is the cost of affecting vehicle
i to task j, and n is the number of vehicles (in the case of vehicle sum) or number
of tasks (in the case of the task sum) and xij the coefficients of the Efficiencies
Matrix [40, 39].
max Z =
n∑
j=1
n∑
i=1
cijxij
n∑
j=1
xij = 1 i = 1, 2, ..., n
n∑
i=1
xij = 1 j = 1, 2, ..., n
xij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ i, j
(3.7)
In the affectation problems each AGV is affected to a single task and each task
is performed by a single AGV. The matrix of the coefficients cij is called the
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Efficiencies Matrix, in which if a constant is added or subtracted to each row or
column of the matrix, the optimal affectation is not changed, but its cost [40].
Assumptions
The assumptions for the Hungarian algorithm are [40]:
• cij > 0
• Minimization problem. That is, when the problem is of maximization, the
complement for the maximum of all the elements of the matrix is calculated
and the problem is solved as if it were of minimization.
Procedure
The objective of the algorithm is to obtain, by successive manipulation, an
equivalent matrix to the efficiencies in which a null cost affectation can be defined.
The steps mentioned below serve to implement the algorithm [40].
1. Subtract to each line of the efficiencies matrix its smallest element.
2. Subtract to each column of the efficiencies matrix its smallest element.
3. Cover with the fewest traces all zeros of the matrix.
4. If that number is equal to n, was found the optimal affectation. If not,
select the smallest number not traced, subtract it from all the elements not
traced and add it to the tracings twice. Go back to point 3.
The efficiencies matrix has to be square, that is, the number of AGV to be
affected must be equal to the number of tasks to which they should be affected.
When this is not verified, it is necessary to convert the problem into another
equivalent, whose efficiencies matrix is square. To this, AGV or fictitious tasks
are created, in order to be possible to have a problem in which the number of
AGV and tasks is equal. The costs to be introduced are worth infinite for the
affectation of a real AGV to a fictitious task or for the affectation of a fictitious
AGV to a real task, and are worth zero for the affectation of a fictitious AGV to
a fictitious task. This procedure aims to ensure that AGV and fictitious tasks are
affected among themselves. The value of the matrix size (n) must be equal to, or
greater than, the number of system AGV, so that AGV do not stay unnecessarily
free when there are enough tasks to occupy all vehicles. Tasks that can not be
considered by the algorithm, or that are attributed to fictitious AGV, stay waiting
in queue. AGV attributed to fictitious tasks remain available [39].
By using the hungarian algorithm it is possible to implement a dynamic reaf-
fectation mechanism. This type of mechanism has the objective of better opti-
mizing the affectation of AGV to the tasks, at the expense of a greater number of
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tasks and of AGV involved in the scheduling process. Without this mechanism,
when the scheduling process is called, only tasks in waiting queue intervene, as
well as AGV that are stopped and available. With the mechanism, also intervene
the tasks and the AGV affected to them that are in the first step of their execu-
tion, that is, in which the vehicle is still moving to the point of loading. In this
way, these tasks can be perfectly affected in a different way to the vehicles, if the
new affectation allows a better optimization of the global cost of executing the
tasks [39].
The scheduling process is called whenever an AGV completes the execution
of one task and becomes available for another, provided that there is at least
one task in queue or in the first phase of its execution. It may happen that the
vehicle that becomes available is better placed to perform a currently running
task than the vehicle that is currently allocated to the task. In this type of
situations, the dynamic reallocation allows that the AGV that becomes available
performs a task that was already allocated to another AGV, resulting in a better
optimization [39].
3.3 Conclusion
This chapter presented planning and scheduling algorithms for AGV fleets which
allow AGV to carry out the intended tasks and move to these tasks according to
the best route.
Chapter 4
Work Developed
In this chapter is described the proposed problem to be addressed in this work,
as well as the way it was solved, being also presented the architecture of each
simulated model (components used and its functions) and the functionalities of
the implemented algorithms.
4.1 Problem and Solution
This project consisted in the creation of layouts with paths for AGV to move be-
tween places of loading and unloading of material, obeying algorithms of planning
and scheduling. Therefore, models were created, in which AGV, paths, loading
and unloading sites, loading station and controller for the vehicles were inserted
and, still a component to program the algorithms. With this in mind, the most
advantageous way of representing the“map”of each model layout and implement-
ing the algorithms was missing. Given this, a solution arose consisting of the map
representation using a graph. With this, pillars were inserted to define the points
(nodes) of the graph.
4.2 Model Architecture
The simulations performed involved components of the Visual Components soft-
ware library, such as AGV (Adept Lynx), AGV Controller, AGV Task Caller,
AGV Charging Station, AGV Pick Locations, Shape Feeders, AGV Drop Loca-
tions, AGV Pathways, AGV Crossings and Pillars (Round). All these components
are displayed in Figure 4.1.
Each model can contain more than one AGV (and of different types), with only
one AGV Controller to manage/control its fleet, one AGV Task Caller to program
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i) (j)
Figure 4.1: AGV Controller (a), AGV Task Caller (b), AGV Charging Station
(c), AGV Pathway (d), AGV Crossing (e), Adept Lynx (f), AGV Pick Location
(g), AGV Drop Location (h), Shape Feeder (i) and Pillar (Round) (j)
the algorithms and one AGV Charging Station where the AGV can charge its
battery. For each model there may also be several Pick and Drop Locations. The
AGV loads the materials in the Pick Location and unloads them in the Drop
Location. Each Pick Location has to be connected to a Shape Feeder. The Shape
Feeder serves to deliver products to the Pick Location. The AGV Crossings
(crosses that allow the AGV to change direction) and AGV Pathways (paths
that allow the AGV to circulate in various directions and tracks) are necessary
in order for the vehicles, through their AGV Controller, to be able to travel on
the defined tracks and in the directions of the tracks. The AGV Pathways also
serve to connect the Pick and Drop Locations, so that the AGV can interact with
them. For this end, the Pick Location has to have its green arrow and the Drop
the red arrow on the pathway. The black arrow of these components relates to
the direction with which the AGV will load the parts. Figure 4.2 illustrates the
positioning of the mentioned arrows. Lastly, the Pillars were used to define the
coordinates of the points (nodes) belonging to the graph created for the AGV so
that the points are easily identified. These have alphabet letter names.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Position of the arrows of the AGV Pick Location (a) and position of
the arrows of the AGV Drop Location (b)
4.3 Practical Implementation
This section presents the algorithms that were implemented, including the com-
ponents used, the configurations of the components and the operating mode of
each algorithm.
4.3.1 Trajectory Planning Algorithms
The planning algorithms implemented were A* and TEA*. The A* was first
implemented, and later the TEA*, since the latter includes the former.
4.3.1.1 A*
The present algorithm is indicated to plan the displacement of only one AGV,
because when there are several, it can not detect and avoid collisions. Hence the
TEA* has been implemented in the sequel.
Components Used
The A* algorithm implementation was started by creating the AGV track,
connecting the AGV Pathways with the AGV Crossings. Afterwards, the Pillars
were placed in specific places of the track, with the purpose of forming a graph of
nodes through which the AGV would move. Subsequently, an AGV Pick and an
AGV Drop Location, a Shape Feeder, an AGV (Adept Lynx), an AGV Controller,
an AGV Task Caller and an AGV Charging Station were added. All this can be
seen looking at Figure 4.3.
Settings in the Components Properties
After several experiments performed in the software, the following conclusions
were withdrawn.
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Figure 4.3: A* simulation layout
AGV Pick Location
• Disable the UseLocalCall option because the AGV Task Caller was used.
In this way, the AGV can interact with the AGV Pick Location.
• Using the AGV Task Caller it is not necessary to fill in the Default section:
(i) the name of the AGV Drop Location where the AGV is intended to
download the material in the AGV_DropLocationName field, since the drop
actions are given in the form of tasks that already include the name of the
AGV Drop Location (in this case the name is “k”), as can be seen from the
example of the Figure 4.4; (ii) the AgvID, in the AGV_ID field, because in
the OnRun() function is the name of the AGV (Adept Lynx) that is intended
to perform the defined tasks; and (iii) the number of parts to be loaded
by the AGV in the AGV_PickCount field, nor the wagon where the parts
are intended to be loaded, in the AGV_Wagon field, because the number of
parts to be loaded and the wagon are included in the OnRun() function.
The parts are identified by their identifier (ID) ([111 ; 111]). The field of
the wagon, in this case has the value zero, that is, the parts are loaded in
the AGV. The information of this last point can be confirmed looking at
Figure 4.5.
The above information is summarized in Table 4.1 and illustrated in Fig-
ure A.1 of the Appendix A.
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Figure 4.4: Tasks example
Figure 4.5: Example of standard task format
Table 4.1: Pick Location Settings
Component Options/Fields
UseLocalCall AGV_DropLocationName AGV_ID AGV_PickCount AGV_Wagon
AGV Pick Location x x x x x
X- Yes
x - No
Shape Feeder
• The parts ID is in the ProdID (Figure A.2, Appendix A), field of the Pro-
ductParams section.
Adept Lynx
• The acceleration and deceleration were respectively set in the AGVAcceler-
ation and AGVDesaceleration fields of the Default section, with the value
zero, so that the AGV will not slowdown on arrival or accelerate on leaving
at the points identified by the Pillars. Thus, in the AGV Pick and Drop
Location also does not slowdown or accelerate. The velocity is constant
throughout the simulation (1000 mm/s).
• In the Stations field of the ReCharge section was added the name of the
AGV Charging Station, present in the properties of the AGV Charging
Station, where the AGV can go to charge its battery. Here, too, the charge
capacity of the AGV, its charging time and its initial charge capacity are
present.
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The settings mentioned for Adept Lynx are shown in Figure A.3 of the Ap-
pendix A.
Functioning of the Algorithm
The implementation of the algorithm started with the creation of a graph, as
shown in Figure 4.6. This graph is constituted by nodes (Pillars) and each node
contains a name, its coordinates and its neighbours, with the respective distances
among them. These distances were obtained using the properties of the AGV
(Default section, TravelledDistance field), and the task format (already seen
previously in Figure 4.4), while the vehicle was forced to travel from each node
to its neighbours nodes, thus obtaining the value of the respective distances, in
millimeters. These measurements were taken before the implementation of the A*
algorithm. Initially, random values were entered for the distances among nodes,
so that the program was able to run, and the AGV could move to the desired
nodes. Later, after the program was executed for the first time, and the correct
distances determined, these were introduced in the A* algorithm.
Figure 4.6: Example of insertion of a node in the A* graph
The operation of the algorithm is explained through the flow chart depicted
in Figure 4.7 and included the following steps:
1. Detection of the AGV location node.
2. Verification of which is the first step of the task that the vehicle will have
to perform.
3. Addition of the location node of the AGV to the closed list1.
4. Verification of which are the neighbours of that node.
5. For each neighbour node it is checked whether its name matches the name
of the destination node:
- if yes: (i) the AGV moves to the destination node; (ii) the origin and
destination of the vehicle, as well as the way made and its cost are presented;
and (iii) if there is another step to be performed on the task, this it is
checked, it is also verified which is the location node of the AGV and is
repeated everything from step 3, inclusive. If there is no next step, the
AGV checks if there is another task to perform and, if it exists, repeats
1List containing the nodes already visited by the vehicle.
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everything again from step 1, inclusive. If there isn’t another task, the
algorithm ends, the origin and destination of the vehicle, the path made
and its cost, as well as the total distances (costs) of each task are presented;
- if not, the value of f is calculated and the node is added to the open list2.
6. Empty path verification and open list not empty:
- if yes: (i) is removed from the open list the node with the lowest value of
f and added to the closed list; (ii) the neighbours of that node are checked;
(iii) for each neighbour: is calculated the value of g (sum of the g of the
current node with the g of the node added to the closed list) and f and
is verified if the name of the neighbour corresponds to the name of the
destination node. If the name is the same, is repeated the true condition of
step 5. If it is different, it is checked if the neighbour in study is already on
the closed list. If it is already, advances to the next neighbour if it exists,
if it does not exist re-check this step (6). If it is not already, it is checked
if the neighbour in study is already on the open list. If yes, compares the
value of calculated f with what is in the list and if the calculated is smaller,
eliminates the largest and puts the lowest one in the list. If not, it is added
to the open list;
- if not: (i) the AGV stays where it is and the points (ii) and (iii) of the
true condition of step 5 are executed.
4.3.1.2 TEA*
The TEA* algorithm was created based on the A* algorithm, with the objective
of being used for situations in which there are several AGV navigating the layout
and it is necessary to anticipate collisions, in order to avoid them, and to solve
deadlock situations, that is, to recalculate the vehicle’s path so as not to collide
with other vehicles.
The implementation of the TEA* algorithm was very similar to that of the
A*, since the components used were the same, adding only more AGV, AGV Pick
and Drop Locations for these new vehicles. The configurations in the components
properties also remained the same and, finally, the operation of the TEA* en-
compassed the A*; however, were added to the graph, for each node, the times to
each neighbour, as shown in Figure 4.8, and the detection of collisions between
AGV.
2List that contains the nodes that have not yet been visited by the vehicle.
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Figure 4.7: Flow chart of A* algorithm
Figure 4.8: Example of insertion of a node in the TEA* graph
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The operation of the TEA* algorithm included the following steps:
1. Execution of the two first steps of the A* algorithm previously mentioned.
2. Presentation of all AGV maps until now.
3. Addition of the location node of the AGV to the closed list3.
4. Verification of which are the neighbours of that node.
5. Verification of which are the times of those neighbours.
6. For each neighbour node:
• it is verified, in the maps of the other AGV, if in the time in study the
node itself is occupied by some of the other AGV:
- if yes: (i) says which is the AGV that is occupying that node at that
time; (ii) shows the way up to the moment and a message that refers
between which AGV there will be collision, in which node and at what
time; and (iii) advances to the study of the next neighbour’s time, if
it exists. If there is no next neighbour advances to step 7.
- if not: (i) is returned false; (ii) it is checked whether at that time the
origin node of the respective AGV is occupied by some of the other
AGV. If it is busy, it says by which AGV and it presents the way up
to the moment and a message that refers between which vehicles there
will be the collision, in what node and at what time and what was
the way that the vehicle was trying to follow. Advances to the next
neighbour, if it exists. If there is no other neighbour advances to step
7. If it is not busy, it returns false and goes to the next verification.
• it is checked whether its name matches the name of the destination
node:
- if yes: (i) the AGV moves to the destination node; (ii) the origin
and destination of the vehicle, the route made and its cost and also the
times of the nodes that form the path are presented; and (iii) if there
is another step to be performed on the task, it is verified, it is also
checked which is the location node of the AGV and repeats everything
again from step 2, inclusive. If there is no next step, the AGV checks
if there is another task to perform and, if it exists, repeats everything
again from step 1, inclusive. If there isn’t another task, the algorithm
ends, the origin and destination of the vehicle, the route made and
its cost, the times of the nodes that form the path, and also the total
distances (costs) of each task are presented;
3In the case of TEA*, besides containing the nodes already visited by the vehicle, also
contains the nodes that belong to dead ends.
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- if not, the value of f is calculated and the node is added to the open
list.
7. Empty path verification and open list not empty:
- if yes: (i) is removed the node with the lowest value of f from the open
list and add it to the closed list; (ii) check which are the neighbours of that
node and their times; (iii) for each neighbour:
a) check if the neighbour in study is already on the closed list. If it is, it
advances to the next neighbour, in case it exists; if it does not exist,
it will check this step again (7). If it is not already, is calculated the
value of g (sum of the current node g with the g of the node added to
the closed list), the time (sum of the current node time with the time
of the node added to the closed list) and the f ;
b) it is verified if in the study time the AGV in study will collide with the
other vehicles. If there is a collision, it returns which is the AGV that
is occupying that node at that time, it presents the path up to the
moment and the times of the nodes that compose this path and still,
a message that indicates between which AGV there will be collision,
in which node and at what time. Advances to the study of the next
neighbour’s time, if it exists. If there is no next neighbour, checks this
step again (7). If there is no collision, it is returned false and checked
if at that time the node that was added to the closed list is occupied
by some of the other AGV. If it is busy, it returns by which AGV,
it presents the path up to the moment and the times of the nodes
that compose this path and still, a message that refers between which
vehicles will exist the collision, in which node and in what time and
what was the way which the vehicle was trying to follow. Advances to
the next neighbour, if it exists. If there is no next neighbour, checks
this step again (7). If it is not busy, it returns false;
c) verifies if the name of the node in study corresponds to the name
of the destination node. If it corresponds, the true condition of the
second point of the step 6 is performed. If it does not correspond, it
is checked whether the neighbour in study is already on the open list.
If yes, compares the f calculated value with what is in the list and if
the calculated is smaller, it eliminates the larger one and places the
smallest one in the list. If not, it is added to the open list.
- if not: (i) the AGV stays where it is and the points (ii) and (iii) of the
true condition of the second point of the step 6 are executed.
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When it is not possible to move the AGV due the collisions without resolution,
an error message is displayed indicating that a path without collisions can not be
calculated.
In view of the examples of possible AGV maps, presented in Table 4.2, it is
considered: (i) that the AGV 1 occupies the d node between [0 ; 9.359[ s, the c
between [9.359 ; 18.807[ s and so on. According to this, it was decided to make
the detection of the collisions first by the node that is being studied and then
by the node that has already been added to the closed list, because is always
necessary the next node to be able to make the intervals in which each node is
busy. For example, if the last node added to the closed list was the d node, when
examining the time of the first neighbour of d, example c: 9.359, it is checked
whether the c node is occupied by some of the other AGV at this time, and if it
is, a collision message is presented and the vehicle does not go through this node.
If it is not, it is checked whether the d node is occupied by any of the other AGV
at the same time. If it is, it also presents a collision message and the vehicle does
not go though this node; and (ii) that when the path of AGV 1 is being studied,
AGV 2 occupies the z #2 node and AGV 3 the g node until the time of the c
node (AGV 1 map), inclusive.
Table 4.2: Example of AGV maps (time units in seconds)
AGV 1 AGV 2 AGV 3
d: 0 z #2: 0 g: 0
c: 9.359 z: 9.636 h: 2.743
b: 18.807 y: 19.277 q: 12.198
a: 28.727 w: 28.990 r: 21.579
4.3.2 Task Scheduling Algorithms
In the previous chapter three strategies for this purpose were mentioned. The
operation of each strategy is explained below.
Strategy 1
In this strategy each AGV has its task list, not sharing it with the other
AGV, and always performs the task that is closest to it. To check which task is
closest, the euclidean distance heuristic is used. That is, the distance between
the position of the AGV and the position of each task is calculated. For the AGV
to travel though the path with less cost, do not pass by already visited nodes and
to avoid collisions, was included the TEA* planning algorithm in this strategy.
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Strategy 2
In this strategy the AGV share the task list. The task is verified and associated
to the closest AGV. In order to verify the closest AGV, the euclidean distance
heuristic is used, as in the previous strategy. This heuristic allows to calculate
the distance between the position of the task and the position of each AGV. For
the AGV to travel through the path with less cost, do not pass by already visited
nodes and to avoid collisions, was included the TEA* planning algorithm in this
strategy.
Strategy 3
This strategy is similar to strategy 1, with the only difference being that the
AGV here share the task list.
As in the three strategies in each task, it is necessary to first go to the AGV
Pick Location, which already has an AGV Drop Location associated with it, and
the heuristic is only applied between the AGV and the AGV Pick Location in
strategies 1 and 3, or vice versa in strategy 2.
4.4 Conclusion
This chapter presented the problem addressed in this work and how it can solved,
the model architecture and, finally, described some algorithms for AGV fleet
trajectory planning and scheduling and detailed how these were implemented.
Chapter 5
Tests and Results
In this chapter are presented the operational tests performed and the results ob-
tained, illustrating the operation of the various simulated models.
5.1 Trajectory Planning Algorithms
In this section is presented the simulated model with the A* algorithm and the
models with the TEA* algorithm.
5.1.1 A* Model
The A* model (file Astar_Simulation.vcmx) was the first to be developed and
tested. This model is composed by the layout shown in Figure 5.1. In this figure
are the names of the Pillars (nodes) and of the AGV Pick (a) and AGV Drop
Location (k), as well as the following components:
• 1 AGV Adept Lynx
• 1 AGV Pick Location
• 1 AGV Drop Location
• 1 AGV Charging Station
• 1 AGV Controller
• 1 AGV Task Caller
• 7 Pillars (nodes)
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Figure 5.1: A* model layout and components
The objective of this model was to simulate the A* algorithm with the ex-
ecution of two equal tasks. In each task the AGV has to go load two boxes to
the AGV Pick Location and unload them in the AGV Drop Location, always
traveling the smallest path and not passing in points that were already visited.
The tests performed and the results obtained are presented below.
First step of the first task:
- origin: node d
- destination: AGV Pick Location a
The path, of the first step of the first task, performed by the AGV is repre-
sented in Figure 5.2. During the execution of this step, it was detected that the
o node was already in the open list, because starting from d and with objective
to go to a, analyzing the path through b (that has as neighbour o), and the
path through m (that also has o as neighbour), resulted the warning shown in
Figure 5.3. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that the one that has
lower cost is the path option [d, m, o]. The results obtained were:
• Path: [m, o, a]
• Travelled distance (cost - f): 24 083 mm
Second step of the first task:
- origin: AGV Pick Location a
- destination: AGV Drop Location k
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Figure 5.2: Travelled path between d and a
Figure 5.3: o node already in the open list (A* model)
The path, of the second step of the first task, performed by the AGV is
represented in Figure 5.4. The results obtained were:
• Path: [b, d, j, k]
• Travelled distance (cost - f): 28 926 mm
First step of the second task:
- origin: AGV Drop Location k
- destination: AGV Pick Location a
The path, of the first step of the second task, performed by the AGV is
represented in Figure 5.5. During the execution of this step, it was detected that
the o node was already in the open list, for the same reason as explained in the
execution of the first step of the first task. The presented warning is displayed in
Figure 5.6. The results obtained were:
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Figure 5.4: Travelled path between a and k
• Path: [d, m, o, a]
• Travelled distance (cost - f): 28 534 mm
Figure 5.5: Travelled path between k and a
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Figure 5.6: o node again already in the open list (A* model)
Second step of the second task:
- origin: AGV Pick Location a
- destination: AGV Drop Location k
The path, of the second step of the second task, performed by the AGV is
the same as the one of Figure 5.4. The results obtained were the same as those
obtained in the second step of the first task.
The total costs of each task were:
• First task: 53 009 mm
• Second task: 57 460 mm
In view of the obtained results it is concluded that the objectives were fulfilled
and the task with lower cost was the first one, according to the presented values
and with the Figures 5.2, 5.4, 5.5 that illustrate the routes that the AGV made.
5.1.2 TEA* Model
The TEA* model (file TEAstar_Simulation.vcmx) was the second to be devel-
oped and tested. For this model a more complex layout was created than that
of A* and more AGV were added in order to detect possible errors in the TEA*
functionalities and to originate more possibilities of collisions detection. The lay-
out is shown in Figure 5.7. In this figure are the names of the Pillars (nodes),
the AGV Pick (a, l, s #2) and the AGV Drop Locations (g, k, x), as well as the
following components:
• 3 AGV Adept Lynx (Adept Lynx #1 (yellow), Adept Lynx #2 (green) and
Adept Lynx #3 (blue))
• 3 AGV Pick Locations
• 3 AGV Drop Locations
• 1 AGV Charging Station
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• 1 AGV Controller
• 1 AGV Task Caller
• 22 Pillars (nodes)
Figure 5.7: TEA* model layout and components
The objective of this model was to simulate the TEA* algorithm with the
execution of three tasks. The tasks of each AGV are:
• AGV 1: load a box in the AGV Pick Location (a) and unload it in the
AGV Drop Location (g);
• AGV 2: load a box in the AGV Pick Location (l) and unload it in the AGV
Drop Location (k);
• AGV 3: load a box in the AGV Pick Location (s #2) and unload it in the
AGV Drop Location (x);
Each AGV has to travel the smallest distance, not to pass in points that has
already visited and nor in the points f, i, n (dead ends) and to avoid collisions
with the other vehicles. The tests performed are presented below.
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AGV 1 (yellow)
First step of its task:
- origin: d node
- destination: AGV Pick Location a
Second step of its task:
- origin: AGV Pick Location a
- destination: AGV Drop Location g
AGV 2 (green)
First step of its task:
- origin: z #2 node
- destination: AGV Pick Location l
Second step of its task:
- origin: AGV Pick Location l
- destination: AGV Drop Location k
AGV 3 (blue)
First step of its task:
- origin: g node
- destination: AGV Pick Location s #2
Second step of its task:
- origin: AGV Pick Location s #2
- destination: AGV Drop Location x
The paths obtained for the three AGV are illustrated in Figure 5.8. It is
possible to verify that AGV 3 made parts of the path of AGV 1 and 2 and that
the AGV 1 and AGV 2 had the z #2 node in common, however as the passages
by the common parts occurred at different times, the vehicles did not collide.
The detailed maps obtained for each AGV are found in Table 5.1.
In the second step of the AGV 1 task, it was detected that the q node was
already in the open list, because starting from a and with objective to go to g,
analyzing the path through [c, d] the d has as its neighbour the q and analyzing
the path by [c, r] the r also has the neighbour q, hence the warning shown in
Figure 5.9. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that the one that has
lower cost is the path [z #2, b, c, d, q]. However, when the costs were analyzed
with all neighbours of d, it was verified that it is more advantageous to go to e
than to q, that is [z #2, b, c , d, e].
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Figure 5.8: Travelled paths by the three AGV (TEA* model)
Figure 5.9: q node already in the open list (TEA* model)
In the first step of the AGV 2 task it was detected a collision with the AGV 1
at the node b at 19.129 s, because the AGV 2 would occupy that node in its way
to the c node. The collision message is displayed in Figure 5.10. This collision
was correctly detected, since the AGV 1 occupies the b node between [18.807 ;
28.727[ s. Thus, AGV 2 re-planned its path to avoid this collision and instead of
going through the b node went through the z node, which is also a neighbour of
z #2.
Figure 5.10: Collision message in the first step of the AGV 2 task
In the first step of the AGV 3 task, it was detected that the s node was already
in the open list, because starting from g and with the objective to go to s #2,
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Table 5.1: Maps obtained for the three AGV (TEA* model) (time units in sec-
onds)
Steps AGV 1 AGV 2 AGV 3
1 d: 0 z #2: 0 g: 0
c: 9.359 z: 9.636 h: 2.743
b: 18.807 y: 19.277 q: 12.198
a: 28.727 w: 28.990 r: 21.579
x: 33.549 s: 31.277
v: 38.477 s #2: 41.374
u: 48.129
o: 57.350
m: 66.722
l: 76.676
2 z #2: 33.493 j: 81.425 t: 46.012
b: 42.921 k: 90.730 s: 55.41
c: 52.622 r: 64.989
d: 62.269 c: 74.389
e: 71.960 b: 83.837
g: 83.962 a: 88.757
z #2: 93.523
z: 103.159
y: 112.800
w: 122.513
x: 132.072
analyzing the path through [q, p] the p has as neighbour the s and analyzing the
path through [q, r] the r also has the neighbour s, hence the warning shown in
Figure 5.11. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that the one that has
lower cost is the path [h, q, r, s].
Figure 5.11: s node already in the open list (TEA* model)
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In the second step of the AGV 3 task, three collisions were detected with
AGV 2 at o node: (i) at 64.823 s, because AGV 3 would occupy that node in the
path to p; (ii) at 65.123 s, because AGV 3 would occupy that node in the path
to u; and (iii) at 64.816 s, because AGV 3 would occupy that node in the path to
m. The collision messages are displayed in Figure 5.12. The three collisions were
correctly detected, since AGV 2 occupies the o node between [57.350 ; 66.722[ s.
According to the observed collisions, the AGV 3 re-planned its path to avoid
these collisions, and instead of going through the o node it went by the s node
that is also the neighbour of t. In this second step of the AGV 3 task was also
detected: (i) that the q node was already in the open list, because starting from
s #2 and with the objective to go to x, analyzing the path through [t, s, p] (and
not for [t, o], due to the mentioned collision), the p has as neighbour the q and
analyzing the path through [t, s, r] the r also has the neighbour q, hence the
warning shown in Figure 5.13. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that
the one that has lower cost is the path [t, s, p, q]. However, when the costs were
analyzed with all neighbours of r, it was verified that it is more advantageous to
go to c than to do [t, s, p, q]; and (ii) that the node d was already in the open
list, because starting from s #2 and with the objective to go to x, analyzing the
path through [t, s, p, q] (and not for [t, o], due to the mentioned collision), the
q has as neighbour the d, and analyzing the path through [t, s, r, c] the c also
has the neighbour d, hence the warning shown in Figure 5.14. Looking to this
figure it is possible to verify that the one that has lower cost is the path [t, s,
p, q, d]. However, when the costs were analyzed with all neighbours of r, it was
verified that it is more advantageous to go to c than to do [t, s, p, q, d].
Figure 5.12: Collision messages in the second step of the AGV 3 task
Figure 5.13: q node again already in the open list (TEA* model)
The total costs of the task of each AGV were:
• AGV 1: 73 920 mm
• AGV 2: 80 685 mm
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Figure 5.14: d node already in the open list (TEA* model)
• AGV 3: 122 007 mm
In view of the results obtained, it is concluded that the objectives were fulfilled
and the task with lower cost corresponds to AGV 1, according to the presented
values and with Figure 5.8 that illustrates the paths that the AGV made.
A characteristic of this algorithm, mentioned in Chapter 3, refers that when is
executed the path of the first AGV, in order to avoid deadlocks, the initial position
nodes of the other AGV are placed as obstacles only in the first two temporal
layers. Thus, confronting the map of Table 5.1, two simulations were performed
to test this condition: (i) simulation (file TEAstar_Simulation_v1.vcmx) where
AGV 1 was placed in the d node, AGV 2 in c node and AGV 3 in g node. This
way, a collision of the AGV 1 with the 2 at node c must be detected; and (ii)
simulation (file TEAstar_Simulation_v2.vcmx) where AGV 1 was placed in d
node, AGV 2 in b node and AGV 3 in g node. Therefore, no collision of the
AGV 1 with the 2 in the b node must be detected. The results obtained were
as expected, since in the first simulation the collision was detected, as can be
confirmed by Figure 5.15, and in the second not. Figure 5.16 presents the layouts
of the simulated models.
Figure 5.15: Collision message in the first step of the AGV 1 task (TEA* model)
Finally, a simulation (file TEAstar_Simulation_v3.vcmx) was performed,
with the layout shown in Figure 5.17, in which the AGV can not move due to
collisions impossible to solve, that is, it is impossible to re-plan paths to the vehi-
cles. Collision messages are displayed in Figure 5.18. Because it was not possible
to re-plan paths without collisions, the message of Figure 5.19 was presented.
The maps obtained for each AGV are found in Table 5.2.
In the first step of the AGV 1 task a collision with the AGV 2 at the c
node was detected at 9.359 s. This collision was correctly detected, since AGV 2
occupies the c node between [0 ; 9.448[ s.
In the first step of the AGV 2 task three collisions were detected with AGV
1: (i) in d node at 9.647 s. This collision was correctly detected, since AGV 1
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.16: Layout of the simulation that detects the collision (a) and layout of
the simulation that does not detect the collision (b)
occupies the d node between [0 ; 9.655[ s; (ii) in the r node at 19.337 s, because
AGV 2 would occupy that node in the path to the q node. This collision was
correctly detected, since AGV 1 occupies the r node between [19.036 ; 28.436[ s;
and (iii) in the r node at 19.416 s, because AGV 2 would occupy that node in the
path to the s node. This collision was correctly detected, since AGV 1 occupies
the node r between [19.036 ; 28.436[ s.
In the first step of the AGV 3 task two collisions were detected with AGV
1: (i) in q node at 9.655 s. This collision was correctly detected, since AGV 1
occupies the q node between [9.655 ; 19.036[ s; (ii) in r node at 19.209 s. This
collision was correctly detected, since AGV 1 occupies the r node between [19.036
; 28.436[ s;
In the second step of the AGV 3 task two collisions were detected: (i) with
AGV 2 at v node at 62.553 s, because AGV 3 would occupy that node in the
path to w node. This collision was correctly detected, since AGV 2 occupies
the v node of [57.611 ; 67.263[ s; (ii) with AGV 1 at b node at 62.190 s. This
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Figure 5.17: Layout and AGV positions
Figure 5.18: Collision messages (TEA* model)
Figure 5.19: Error message
collision was correctly detected, since AGV 1 occupies the b node between [61.998
; 71.699[ s in the second step of its task.
The AGV 1 had to replan and checked that the most advantageous was to go
by q (neighbour of d). The AGV 2 had to replan and due to collisions, verified
that it could only go through b. The AGV 3 had to replan and verified that the
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Table 5.2: Maps obtained for the AGV, with collisions impossible to solve (TEA*
model) (time units in seconds)
Steps AGV 1 AGV 2 AGV 3
1 d: 0 c: 0 p: 0
q: 9.655 b: 9.448 s: 9.630
r: 19.036 a: 14.368 s #2: 19.727
c: 28.436 z #2: 19.134
b: 37.884 z: 28.770
a: 47.804 y: 38.411
w: 48.124
x: 52.683
v: 57.611
u: 67.263
o: 76.484
m: 85.856
l: 95.810
2 z #2: 52.570 j: 100.559
b: 61.998 k: 109.864
c: 71.699
d: 81.346
e: 91.037
g: 103.039
solution it had was to go through [p, s, s #2]. The AGV 3, in the second step of
its task, tried to replan its route, however, it could not find an alternative route,
because all possible hypotheses did not allow it to reach the destination. The
hypotheses studied after the collisions were: [t, o, m, l, j, h], [t, s, p, q, d], [t,
o, m, l, j, h, e] and [t, o, m, l, j, h, e, g].
5.2 Task Scheduling Algorithms
In this section the simulated models encompass the TEA* trajectory planning
algorithm and its respective scheduling strategy. The objective was to allow the
AGV to perform the intended tasks, traveling the lowest possible distance in its
journeys.
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5.2.1 Shorter Distance Rule
In the previous chapter three strategies for this purpose were mentioned. The
models of these strategies are composed by the same layout, as depicted in Fig-
ure 5.7, and contain the same components as the TEA* model. Next, the tests
performed and the results obtained for each strategy are presented.
Strategy 1
The objective of the model (file TEAstar_Simulation_strategy1.vcmx) was
to simulate the TEA* algorithm with the scheduling algorithm of this strategy.
Thus, the following tasks were attributed to the AGV:
• AGV 1: (i) load a box in the AGV Pick Location (a) and unload it in the
AGV Drop Location (g); (ii) load a box in the AGV Pick Location (l) and
unload it in the AGV Drop Location (k); and (iii) load a box in the AGV
Pick Location (s #2) and unload it in the AGV Drop Location (x).
• AGV 2: load a box in the AGV Pick Location (l) and unload it in the AGV
Drop Location (k).
• AGV 3: load a box in the AGV Pick Location (s #2) and unload it in the
AGV Drop Location (x).
Each AGV has to perform all the tasks on its list and always choose the one that
is closest. In all its journeys has to travel the smallest possible distance, do not
pass in points that has already visited and in the points f, i, n and avoid collisions
with the other vehicles.
Through Figure 5.20 it is possible to verify that AGV 1 starts by performing
the task (iii), then do (ii), however when performing task (ii) encounters AGV
2 in the AGV Drop Location k, because AGV 2 has finished its task here. Thus,
AGV 1 stops there because it has detected AGV 2 and the TEA* algorithm is
not developed to place the node where each AGV ends as occupied. If it was, it
would give a collision message of AGV 1 with AGV 2 in node k. AGV 2 and 3
will just perform the only task assigned to them.
AGV 1 (yellow)
First step of the first task:
- origin: node t
- destination: AGV Pick Location s #2
Second step of the first task:
- origin: AGV Pick Location s #2
- destination: AGV Drop Location x
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Figure 5.20: Travelled paths by the three AGV when the AGV 1 encounter the
2 (strategy 1 model)
First step of the second task:
- origin: node x
- destination: AGV Pick Location l
Second step of the second task:
- origin: AGV Pick Location l
- destination: AGV Drop Location k
First step of the third task:
- origin: node k
- destination: AGV Pick Location a
Second step of the third task:
- origin: AGV Pick Location a
- destination: AGV Drop Location g
AGV 2 (green)
First step of its task:
- origin: node x
- destination: AGV Pick Location l
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Second step of its task:
- origin: AGV Pick Location l
- destination: AGV Drop Location k
AGV 3 (blue)
First step of its task:
- origin: node c
- destination: AGV Pick Location s #2
Second step of its task:
- origin: AGV Pick Location s #2
- destination: AGV Drop Location x
The paths obtained are also depicted in Figure 5.20, and it can be seen that
AGV 3 made parts of the path of AGV 1 and that AGV 1 made parts of the
path of AGV 2, but since the passages through the common segments occurred
at different times, the vehicles did not collide.
The maps obtained for each AGV are found in Table 5.3.
In the second step of the AGV 1 first task it was detected that the p node was
already in the open list, because starting from s #2 and with objective to go to
x, analyzing the path through [t, o] the o has as its neighbour p and analyzing
the path through [t, s] o s also has the neighbour p, hence the warning shown in
Figure 5.21. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that the one that has
lower cost is the path [t, s, p]. However, when the costs were analyzed with all
neighbours of t, it was verified that it is more advantageous to do [t, o, u] than
[t, s, p].
Figure 5.21: p node already in the open list (strategy 1 model)
In the first step of the AGV 2 task it was detected a collision of AGV 2 with
AGV 1 at the t node at 33.446 s. The collision message is displayed in Figure 5.22.
This collision was correctly detected, since AGV 1 occupies the node t between
[24.133 ; 33.565[ s in the second step of its first task. Thus, AGV 2 re-planned
its path to avoid this collision and instead of going through the t node, analyzed
the costs of o neighbours and chose to go through the m node.
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Table 5.3: AGV maps of the case when the AGV 1 encounters the AGV 2 (strat-
egy 1 model) (time units in seconds)
Tasks Steps AGV 1 AGV 2 AGV 3
1 1 t: 0 x: 0 c: 0
s: 9.398 v: 4.928 d: 9.647
s #2: 19.495 u: 14.580 q: 19.302
o: 23.801 p: 28.972
m: 33.173 s: 38.602
l: 43.127 s #2: 48.699
2 t: 24.133 j: 47.876 t: 53.337
o: 33.565 k: 57.181 s: 62.735
u: 43.244 r: 72.314
v: 52.682 c: 81.714
w: 62.321 b: 91.162
x: 71.880 a: 96.082
z #2: 100.848
z: 110.484
y: 120.125
2 1 v: 76.808
u: 86.460
o: 95.681
m: 105.053
l: 115.007
2 j: 119.756
In the first step of the AGV 3 task two collisions of AGV 3 were detected
with AGV 1: (i) at s node at 19.416 s. The collision message is displayed in
Figure 5.23. This collision was correctly detected, since AGV 1 occupies the
node s between [9.398 ; 19.495[ s. Thus, AGV 3 re-planned its path to avoid this
collision and instead of doing [c, r, s], verified that it was more advantageous
to choose the path [c , d]; (ii) at o node at 38.619 s. The collision message
is displayed in Figure 5.24. This collision was correctly detected, since AGV 1
occupies the o node between [33.565 ; 43.244[ s. Thus, AGV 3 re-planned its path
to avoid this collision and instead of going through the o node, analyzed the costs
of p neighbours and chose to go through the s node. In this first step of the AGV
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Figure 5.22: Collision message in the first step of the AGV 2 task (strategy 1
model)
3 task it was also detected that the q node was already in the open list, because
starting from c and with objective to go to s #2, analyzing the path through r
(that has as neighbour q), and analyzing the path through d (that also has q as
neighbour), hence the warning shown in Figure 5.25. Looking to this figure it is
possible to verify that the one that has lower cost is the path [d, q].
Figure 5.23: First collision message in the first step of the AGV 3 task
Figure 5.24: Second collision message in the first step of the AGV 3 task
Figure 5.25: q node already in the open list (strategy 1 model)
In the second step of the AGV 3 task a collision of the AGV 3 with AGV
1 at the v node was detected at 81.886 s. The collision message is displayed in
Figure 5.26. This collision was correctly detected, since AGV 1 occupies the node
v between [52.682 ; 62.321[ s. Thus, AGV 3 re-planned its path to avoid this
collision and instead of doing [t, o, u, v], verified that it was more advantageous
to choose the path [t, s]. In this second step of the AGV 3 task it was also
detected that: (i) the p node was already in the open list, because starting from
s #2 and with objective to go to x, analyzing the path through [t, o] the o has
as its neighbour the p and analyzing the path through [t, s] the s also has the
neighbour p, hence the warning shown in Figure 5.27. Looking to this figure it is
possible to verify that the one that has lower cost is the path [t, s, p]. However,
when the costs were analyzed with all neighbours of t, it was verified that it is
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more advantageous to do [t, s, r] than [t, s, p]; (ii) the q node was already in the
open list, because starting from s # 2 and with objective to go to x, analyzing
the path through [t, s, p] the p has as its neighbour the q and analyzing the
path through [t, s, r] the r also has the neighbour q, hence the warning shown in
Figure 5.28. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that the one that has
lower cost is the path [t, s, p, q]. However, when the costs were analyzed with
all neighbours of t, it was verified that it is more advantageous to do [t, s, r, c]
than [t, s, p, q]; (iii) the d node was already in the open list, because starting
from s #2 and with objective to go to x, analyzing the path through [t, s, p, q]
the q has as its neighbour the d and analyzing the path through [t, s, r, c] the
c also has the neighbour d, hence the warning shown in Figure 5.29. Looking to
this figure it is possible to verify that the one that has lower cost is the path [t, s,
p, q, d]. However, when the costs were analyzed with all neighbours of t, it was
verified that it is more advantageous to do [t, s, r] than [t, s, p, q, d]; and (iv)
the e node was already in the open list, because starting from s #2 and with
objective to go to x, analyzing the path through [t, o, m, l, j, h] the h has as its
neighbour the e and analyzing the path through [t, s, p, q, d] the d also has the
neighbour e, hence the warning shown in Figure 5.30. Looking to this figure it is
possible to verify that the one that has lower cost is the path [t, o, m, l, j, h, e].
However, when the costs were analyzed with all neighbours of t, it was verified
that it is more advantageous to do [t, s, r] than [t, o, m, l, j, h, e].
Figure 5.26: Collision message in the second step of the AGV 3 task
Figure 5.27: p node again already in the open list (strategy 1 model)
Figure 5.28: q node again already in the open list (strategy 1 model)
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Figure 5.29: d node already in the open list (strategy 1 model)
Figure 5.30: e node already in the open list (strategy 1 model)
In another model tested (file TEAstar_Simulation_strategy1_v1.vcmx), also
with the same objective of the previous one (to simulate the TEA* algorithm with
the algorithm of this scheduling strategy), the same layout was used and the AGV
also were placed in the same positions, but with different tasks, in order to avoid
that some AGV collide with others who had already finished all its tasks. That
is, to avoid similar collisions to those mentioned in the previous test, where AGV
1 collided with AGV 2 at the AGV 2 stopping place. This time, the assigned
tasks were:
• AGV 1: (i) load a box in the AGV Pick Location (a) and unload it in the
AGV Drop Location (x); (ii) load a box in the AGV Pick Location (l) and
unload it in the AGV Drop Location (g); and (iii) load a box in the AGV
Pick Location (s #2) and unload it in the AGV Drop Location (x).
• AGV 2: (i) load a box in the AGV Pick Location (a) and unload it in the
AGV Drop Location (g); and (ii) load a box in the AGV Pick Location (l)
and unload it in the AGV Drop Location (g).
• AGV 3: load a box in the AGV Pick Location (s #2) and unload it in the
AGV Drop Location (k).
Once again, each AGV has to perform all the tasks on its list and always
choose for the one that is closest. In all its journeys has to travel the lowest
possible displacement, do not pass in points that has already visited nor in points
f, i, n and avoid collisions with the other vehicles.
Through Figure 5.31 it is possible to verify that AGV 1 begins by performing
the task (iii), then does (ii) and finally (i). The AGV 2 starts with the task (ii)
and ends with the task (i). AGV 3 performs just the only task assigned to it.
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Figure 5.31: Travelled paths by the three AGV (strategy 1 of the second model)
AGV 1 (yellow)
First step of the first task:
- origin: node t
- destination: AGV Pick Location s #2
Second step of the first task:
- origin: AGV Pick Location s #2
- destination: AGV Drop Location x
First step of the second task:
- origin: node x
- destination: AGV Pick Location l
Second step of the second task:
- origin: AGV Pick Location l
- destination: AGV Drop Location g
First step of the third task:
- origin: node g
- destination: AGV Pick Location a
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Second step of the third task:
- origin: AGV Pick Location a
- destination: AGV Drop Location x
AGV 2 (green)
First step of the first task:
- origin: node x
- destination: AGV Pick Location l
Second step of the first task:
- origin: AGV Pick Location l
- destination: AGV Drop Location g
First step of the second task:
- origin: no´ g
- destination: AGV Pick Location a
Second step of the second task:
- origin: AGV Pick Location a
- destination: AGV Drop Location g
AGV 3 (blue)
First step of its task:
- origin: node c
- destination: AGV Pick Location s #2
Second step of its task:
- origin: AGV Pick Location s #2
- destination: AGV Drop Location k
The paths obtained are also represented in Figure 5.31 and it is possible to
verify that the three AGV shared parts of their paths, but as the passages through
the common segments occurred at different times, the vehicles did not collide.
The maps obtained for each AGV are found in Table 5.4.
In the second step of the AGV 1 first task it was detected that the p node was
already in the open list, because starting from s #2 and with objective to go to x,
analyzing the path through [t, o] the o has as its neighbour the p and analyzing
the path through [t, s] the s also has the neighbour p, hence the warning shown
in Figure 5.32. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that the one that has
lower cost is the path [t, s, p]. However, when the costs were analyzed with all
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Table 5.4: AGV maps (strategy 1 of the second model) (time units in seconds)
Tasks Steps AGV 1 AGV 2 AGV 3
1 1 t: 0 x: 0 c: 0
s: 9.398 v: 4.928 d: 9.647
s #2: 19.495 u: 14.580 q: 19.302
o: 23.801 p: 28.972
m: 33.173 s: 38.602
l: 43.127 s #2: 48.699
2 t: 24.133 j: 47.876 t: 53.337
o: 33.565 h: 57.280 o: 62.769
u: 43.244 e: 66.669 m: 72.141
v: 52.682 g: 78.671 l: 77.095
w: 62.321 j: 81.844
x: 71.880 k: 91.149
2 1 v: 76.808 h: 81.414
u: 86.460 e: 90.803
o: 95.681 d: 100.223
m: 105.053 c: 109.582
l: 115.007 b: 119.030
a: 128.950
2 j: 119.756 z #2: 133.716
h: 129.160 z: 143.352
e: 138.549 y: 152.993
g: 150.551 w: 162.706
x: 167.265
v: 172.193
u: 181.845
o: 191.066
m: 200.438
l: 205.392
j: 210.141
h: 219.545
e: 228.934
g: 240.936
3 1 h: 153.294
e: 162.683
d: 172.103
c: 181.462
b: 190.910
a: 200.830
2 z #2: 205.596
z: 215.232
y: 224.873
w: 234.586
x: 244.145
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Figure 5.32: p node already in the open list (strategy 1 of the second model)
neighbours of t, it was verified that it is more advantageous to do [t, o, u] than
[t, s, p].
In the first step of the AGV 1 third task it was detected that: (i) the d
node was already in the open list, because starting from g and with objective
to go to a, analyzing the path through [h, q] the q has as its neighbour the d
and analyzing the path through [h, e] the e also has the neighbour d, hence the
warning shown in Figure 5.33. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that
the one that has lower cost is the path [h, e, d]; and (ii) that the c node was
also already in the open list, because starting from g and with objective to go
to a, analyzing the path through [h, q, r], the r has as its neighbour the c and
analyzing the path through [h, e, d] the d also has the neighbour c, hence the
warning shown in Figure 5.34. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that
the one that has lower cost is the path [h, e, d, c].
Figure 5.33: d node already in the open list (strategy 1 of the second model)
Figure 5.34: c node already in the open list (strategy 1 of the second model)
In the first step of the AGV 2 first task a collision of AGV 2 with AGV 1 at the
t node at 33.446 s was detected. The collision message is displayed in Figure 5.35.
This collision was correctly detected, since AGV 1 occupies the node t between
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[24.133 ; 33.565[ s in the second step of its first task. Thus, AGV 2 re-planned
its way to avoid this collision and instead of going through the t node, analyzed
the costs of o neighbours and chose to go through the m node.
Figure 5.35: Collision message in the first step of the AGV 2 first task
In the first step of the AGV 2 second task it was detected that: (i) the d
node was already in the open list, because starting from g and with objective
to go to a, analyzing the path through [h, q] the q has as its neighbour the d
and analyzing the path through [h, e] the e also has the neighbour d, hence the
warning shown in Figure 5.36. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that
the one that has lower cost is the path [h, e, d]; and (ii) that the c node was
also already in the open list, because starting from g and with objective to go
to a, analyzing the path through [h, q, r], the r has as its neighbour the c and
analyzing the path through [h, e, d] the d also has the neighbour c, hence the
warning shown in Figure 5.37. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that
the one that has lower cost is the path [h, e, d, c].
Figure 5.36: d node already again in the open list (strategy 1 of the second model)
Figure 5.37: c node again already in the open list (strategy 1 of the second
model))
In the second step of the AGV 2 second task two collisions of the AGV 2 with
AGV 1 were detected at node d: (i) at 172.147 s, because AGV 2 would occupy
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that node in the path to q; (ii) at 172.183 s, because AGV 2 would occupy that
node in the path to e. The collision messages are displayed in Figure 5.38. The
two collisions were correctly detected, since AGV 1 occupies the node d between
[172.103 ; 181.462[ s in the first step of its third task. Thus, AGV 2 re-planned
its path to avoid this collision and instead of doing [z #2, b, c, d], verified that
it was more advantageous to choose the path [z #2, z]. In this second step of the
AGV 2 second task it was also detected that: (i) the p node was already in the
open list, because starting from a and with objective to go to g, analyzing the
path through [z #2, b, c, r, q] the q has as its neighbour the p and analyzing
the path through [z #2, b, c, r, s] the s also has the neighbour p, hence the
warning shown in Figure 5.39. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that
the one that has lower cost is the path [z #2, b, c, r, s, p]. However, when the
costs were analyzed with all neighbours of z #2, it was verified that it is more
advantageous to go to z than to do [z #2, b, c, r, s, p]; (ii) that the o node was
already in the open list, because starting from a and with objective to go to g,
analyzing the path through [z #2, b, c, r, s, p] the p has as its neighbour the
o and analyzing the path through [z #2, b, c, r, s, s #2, t] the t also has the
neighbour o, hence the warning shown in Figure 5.40. Looking to this figure it
is possible to verify that the one that has lower cost is the path [z #2, b, c, r,
s, p, o]. However, when the costs were analyzed with all neighbours of z #2, it
was verified that it is more advantageous to go to z than to do [z #2, b, c, r, s,
p, o]; (iii) again, the o node was already in the open list, because starting from
a and with objective to go to g, analyzing the path through [z #2, b, c, r, s, s
#2, t] the t has as its neighbour the o and analyzing the path through [z #2,
z, y, w, x, v, u] the u also has the neighbour o, hence the warning shown in
Figure 5.41. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that the one that has
lower cost is the path [z #2, z, y, w, x, v, u, o].
Figure 5.38: Collision message in the second step of the AGV 2 second task
Figure 5.39: p node again already in the open list (strategy 1 of the second model)
In the first step of the AGV 3 task two collisions of the AGV 3 were detected
with AGV 1: (i) at s node at 19.416 s. The collision message is displayed in
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Figure 5.40: o node already in the open list (strategy 1 of the second model)
Figure 5.41: o node already again in the open list (strategy 1 of the second model)
Figure 5.42. This collision was correctly detected, since AGV 1 occupies the s
node between [9.398 ; 19.495[ s. Thus, AGV 3 re-planned its way to avoid this
collision and instead of doing [c, r], did [c, d]; (ii) in the o node at 38.619 s. The
collision message is displayed in Figure 5.43. This collision was also correctly
detected, since AGV 1 occupies the o node of [33.565 ; 43.244[ s. Thus, AGV
3 re-planned its way to avoid this collision and instead of going through the o
node, checked that it was more advantageous to go through the node s, which
is also neighbour of p. In this first step of the AGV 3 task it was also detected
that the q node was already in the open list, because starting from c and with
objective to go to s #2, analyzing the path through r (that has as neighbour
q), and analyzing the path through d (that also has q as neighbour), hence the
warning shown in Figure 5.44. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that
the one that has lower cost is the path [d, q].
Figure 5.42: Collision message in the first step of the AGV 3 task
Figure 5.43: Second collision message in the first step of the AGV 3 task
In the second step of the AGV 3 task it was detected that the p node was
already in the open list, because starting from s #2 and with objective to go to k,
analyzing the path through [t, o] the o has as its neighbour the p and analyzing
the path through [t, s] the s also has the neighbour p, hence the warning shown
in Figure 5.45. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that the one that has
lower cost is the path [t, s, p]. However, when the costs were analyzed with all
neighbors of t, it was verified that it is more advantageous to do [t, o, m] than
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Figure 5.44: q node already in the open list (strategy 1 of the second model)
[t, s, p].
Figure 5.45: p node already in the open list (strategy 1 of the second model
The total costs of each task were:
• Task: Transport parts with AGV 1: 61 848 mm
• Task: Transport parts with AGV 1: 68 631 mm
• Task: Transport parts with AGV 1: 83 551 mm
• Task: Transport parts with AGV 2: 68 631 mm
• Task: Transport parts with AGV 2: 152 182 mm
• Task: Transport parts with AGV 3: 81 104 mm
In view of the obtained results, it is concluded that the objectives were ful-
filled.
Strategy 2
In this strategy (file TEAstar_Simulation_strategy2.vcmx) there is a list
with three tasks. It is verified which is the first task of the list and that it is
associated to the nearest AGV. Next, it is verified which is the next task and is
checked again which is the nearest AGV, and so on. The objective of the model of
this strategy was to ensure that each task always choose the closest AGV and that
the chosen AGV uses the TEA* planning algorithm to move to it and execute the
entire path involved in performing the same. In conclusion, each task chooses the
closest AGV, and the AGV performs the entire task going through the smallest
path, not passing in points that it has already visited nor in the points f, i, n,
while avoiding collisions with other vehicles.
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Task list
Task 1:
- first step: move the AGV from its position to the AGV Pick Location a
- second step: move the AGV from the AGV Pick Location a to the AGV
Drop Location g
Task 2:
- first step: move the AGV from its position to the AGV Pick Location l
- second step: move the AGV from the AGV Pick Location l to the AGV
Drop Location k
Task 3:
- first step: move the AGV from its position to the AGV Pick Location s #2
- second step: move the AGV from the AGV Pick Location s #2 to the AGV
Drop Location x
Comparing Figure 5.46 and Figure 5.47, it is verified that the closest AGV of
task 1 is AGV 3. When this AGV finishes the execution of the first step of the
task, a message is displayed showing the distance travelled until that moment
(14359.605 mm). This message is shown in Figure 5.48. When the AGV finishes
executing the second step of the task, the messages shown in Figure 5.49 are
displayed. These messages report the distance travelled in the second step of task
1 (50206.537 mm) and the distances of each AGV to the AGV Pick Location l.
It is verified that the closest AGV to task 2 is AGV 1. When this AGV finishes
the execution of the first step of the task, a message is displayed showing the
distance travelled until that moment (43272.629 mm). This message is shown in
Figure 5.50. When the AGV finishes executing the second step of the task, the
messages shown in Figure 5.51 are displayed. These messages inform the distance
travelled in the second step of task 2 (9049.303 mm) and display the distances of
each AGV to the AGV Pick Location s # 2. it is verified that the closest AGV
to task 3 is AGV 2. When this AGV finishes the execution of the first step of
the task, a message is displayed showing the distance traveled until that moment
(71779.891 mm). This message is shown in Figure 5.52. When the AGV finishes
the execution of the second step of the task, the messages shown in Figure 5.53
are displayed. These messages inform about the distance travelled in the second
step of task 3 (47361.386 mm) and show the distances travelled (costs) in the
execution of each task.
Through Figure 5.47 it is possible to verify that AGV 1 and 2 share parts
of their paths and that AGV 1 and 3 share the d node, but since the passages
through the common parts occur at different times, the vehicles did not collide.
The maps obtained for each AGV are found in Table 5.5.
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Figure 5.46: Results for the first step of task 1
Figure 5.47: Travelled paths by the three AGV
Figure 5.48: Results when AGV 3 finished the first step of the task
Figure 5.49: Results when AGV 3 finished the second step of the task
Figure 5.50: Results when AGV 1 finished the first step of the task
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Figure 5.51: Results when AGV 1 finished the second step of the task
Figure 5.52: Results when AGV 2 finished the first step of the task
Figure 5.53: Results when AGV 2 finished the second step of the task
In the first step of the first task a collision of the AGV 3 with AGV 1 at d
node was detected at 9.647 s. The collision message is displayed in Figure 5.54.
This collision was correctly detected, since AGV 1 occupies the d node between
[0 ; 9,655[ s. Thus, AGV 3 re-planned its path to avoid this collision and instead
of going through the d node went through the b node, also neighbour of c.
Figure 5.54: Collision message in the first step of the first task (strategy 2 model)
In the second step of the first task it was detected that the q node was already
in the open list, because starting from a and with objective to go to g, analyzing
the path through [z #2, b, c, d] the d has as its neighbour the q and analyzing
the path through [z #2, b, c, r] the r also has the neighbour q, hence the warning
shown in Figure 5.55. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that the one
that has lower cost is the path [z #2, b, c, d, q]. However, when the costs were
analyzed with all neighbours of d, it was verified that it is more advantageous to
do [z #2, b, c, d, e] than [z #2, b, c, d, q].
In the first step of the second task a collision of the AGV 1 with the AGV
3 at the c node was detected at 9.359 s. The collision message is displayed in
Figure 5.56. This collision was correctly detected, since the AGV 3 occupies the
node c between [0 ; 9.448[ s. Thus, AGV 1 re-planned its path to avoid this
collision and instead of going through the c node went through the q node, also
neighbour of d. In this first step of this task it was also detected that: (i) the m
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Table 5.5: Maps of the three AGV (strategy 2 model) (time units in seconds)
Tasks Steps AGV 1 AGV 2 AGV 3
1 1 c: 0
b: 9.448
a: 19.368
2 z #2: 24.134
b: 33.562
c: 43.263
d: 52.910
e: 62.601
g: 74.603
2 1 d: 0
q: 9.655
p: 19.325
o: 28.972
m: 38.344
l: 48.298
2 j: 53.047
k: 62.352
3 1 z: 0
y: 9.641
w: 19.354
x: 23.913
v: 28.841
u: 38.493
o: 47.714
p: 57.093
s: 66.723
s #2: 76.82
2 t: 81.458
o: 90.890
u: 100.569
v: 110.007
w: 119.646
x: 129.205
node was already in the open list, because starting from d and with objective to
go to l, analyzing the path through [e, g, h, j, k] the k has as its neighbour the m
and analyzing the path through [q, p, o] the o also has the neighbour m, hence
the warning shown in Figure 5.57. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify
that the one that has lower cost is the path [q, p, o, m]; and (ii) the s node was
already in the open list, because starting from d and with objective to go to l,
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Figure 5.55: q node already in the open list (strategy 2 model)
analyzing the path through [q, p] the p has as its neighbour the s and analyzing
the path through [q, r] the r also has the neighbour s, hence the warning shown
in Figure 5.58. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that the one that has
lower cost is the path [q, r, s]. However, when the costs were analyzed with all
neighbours of q, it was verified that it is more advantageous to do [q, p, o] than
[q, r, s].
Figure 5.56: Collision message in the first step of the second task (strategy 2
model)
Figure 5.57: m node already in the open list (strategy 2 model)
Figure 5.58: s node already in the open list (strategy 2 model)
In the first step of the third task a collision of the AGV 2 with AGV 3 at b node
was detected at 18.834 s. The collision message is displayed in Figure 5.59. This
collision was correctly detected, since the AGV 3 occupies the b node between
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[9.448 ; 19.368[ s. Thus, AGV 2 re-planned its path to avoid this collision and
instead of doing [z, z #2, b] did [z, y]. In this first step of the third task it was
also detected that the s node was already in the open list, because starting from
z and with objective to go to s #2, analyzing the path through [y, w, x, v, u,
o, t] the t has as its neighbour the s and analyzing the path through [y, w, x, v,
u, o, p] the p also has the neighbour s, hence the warning shown in Figure 5.60.
Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that the one that has lower cost is
the path [y, w, x, v, u, o, p].
Figure 5.59: Collision message in the first step of the third task (strategy 2 model)
Figure 5.60: s node again already in the open list (strategy 2 model)
In the second step of the third task it was detected that the p node was
already in the open list, because starting from s #2 and with objective to go to
x, analyzing the path through [t, o] the o has as its neighbour the p and analyzing
the path through [t, s] the s also has the neighbour p, hence the warning shown
in Figure 5.61. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that the one that has
lower cost is the path [t, s, p]. However, when the costs were analyzed with all
neighbours of t, it was verified that it is more advantageous to do [t, o, u] than
[t, s, p].
Figure 5.61: p node already in the open list (strategy 2 model)
The total costs of each task were:
• Task 1: 64 566 mm
• Task 2: 52 322 mm
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• Task 3: 119 141 mm
In view of the obtained results it is concluded that the objectives were fulfilled.
Strategy 3
In this scheduling strategy (file TEAstar_Simulation_strategy3.vcmx), there
is also a list with three tasks. For each vehicle the closest task is assigned. The
objective of the model of this strategy was to make each vehicle perform the
closest task and use the TEA* planning algorithm to move to it and execute the
entire path involved in performing the same. That is, each AGV has to perform
the closest task, execute the complete task going through the smallest path, do
not pass through points that it has already visited nor in points f, i, n and avoid
collisions with other vehicles.
Task list
Task 1:
- first step: move the AGV from its position to the AGV Pick Location a
- second step: move the AGV from the AGV Pick Location a to the AGV
Drop Location x
Task 2:
- first step: move the AGV from its position to the AGV Pick Location l
- second step: move the AGV from the AGV Pick Location l to the AGV
Drop Location g
Task 3:
- first step: move the AGV from its position to the AGV Pick Location l
- second step: move the AGV from the AGV Pick Location l to the AGV
Drop Location k
Looking at Figure 5.62 it is possible to verify that AGV 1 (yellow) is closer
to task 2, AGV 2 (green) of task 1 and AGV 3 (blue) of task 3. In this figure are
also found the paths performed by the AGV and it is verified that the AGV 1
and the AGV 3 share parts of its route, however as the passages by the common
segments happened at different moments, the vehicles did not collide.
The maps obtained for each AGV are found in Table 5.6.
When AGV 3 was performing the first step of its task, it detected two col-
lisions: (i) with AGV 1 at h node at 29.129 s, because AGV 3 would occupy
that node in the path to j. The collision message is displayed in Figure 5.63.
This collision was correctly detected, since AGV 1 occupies the node h between
[24.107 ; 33.496[ s. Thus, AGV 3 re-planned its path to avoid this collision, and
instead of doing [d, e, g, h], verified that it was more advantageous to do [d,
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Figure 5.62: Travelled paths by the three AGV (strategy 3 model)
q]; (ii) with AGV 2 at b node at 18.807 s. The collision message is displayed in
Figure 5.64. This collision was correctly detected, since AGV 2 occupies the b
node of [9.428 ; 19.348[ s. Thus, AGV 3 re-planned its way to avoid this collision,
and instead of doing [d, c, b], checked that it was it is more advantageous to do
[d, q]. In this first step of this task it was also detected that: (i) the r node was
already in the open list, because starting from d and with objective to go to l,
analyzing the path through q (that has as neighbour r) and analyzing the path
through c (that also has r as neighbour), hence the warning shown in Figure 5.65.
Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that the one that has lower cost is
the path [q, r]. However, when the costs were analyzed with all neighbours of d,
it was verified that it is more advantageous to do [q, p] than [q, r]; and (ii) the
s node was already in the open list, because starting from d and with objective
to go to l, analyzing the path through [q, p] the p has as its neighbour the s
and analyzing the path through [q, r] the r also has the neighbour s, hence the
warning shown in Figure 5.66. Looking to this figure it is possible to verify that
the one that has lower cost is the path [q, r, s]. However, when the costs were
analyzed with all neighbours of q, it was verified that it is more advantageous to
do [q, p] than [q, r, s].
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Table 5.6: Maps of the three AGV (time units in seconds)
Steps AGV 1 AGV 2 AGV 3
1 m: 0 z #2: 0 d: 0
l: 9.954 b: 9.428 q: 9.655
a: 19.348 p: 19.325
o: 28.972
m: 38.344
l: 48.298
2 j: 14.703 z #2: 24.114 j: 53.047
h: 24.107 z: 33.750 k: 62.352
e: 33.496 y: 43.391
g: 45.498 w: 53.104
x: 62.663
Figure 5.63: Collision message in the first step of the AGV 3 task (strategy 3
model)
Figure 5.64: Second collision message in the first step of the AGV 3 task (strategy
3 model)
The total costs of the task of each AGV were:
• Task 1: 35 478 mm
• Task 2: 52 636 mm
• Task 3: 52 322 mm
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Figure 5.65: r node already in the open list in the first step of the AGV 3 task
(strategy 3 model)
Figure 5.66: s node already in the open list in the first step of the AGV 3 task
(strategy 3 model)
In view of the obtained results, it is concluded that the objectives were ful-
filled.
In all analyzed strategies, when it is not possible to obtain paths without
collisions, the error message of the Figure 5.19 is also displayed, as seen in the
model of the TEAstar_Simulation_v3.vcmx file.
The subject mentioned in the model of the TEAstar_Simulation_strategy1.vcmx
file, of the TEA* algorithm not being prepared to place the node where each AGV
ends its trajectory as occupied, is common to the remaining strategies.
All files referred throughout this chapter are included in CD that is attached
to this document.
5.3 Conclusion
The tests accomplished allowed to confirm that the AGV performed the desired
tasks according to the intended algorithm, travelled the smallest path, avoided
collisions, did not pass in nodes that it had already visited, and furthermore,
whenever detected the same node with different costs, placed the ones which had
the lowest cost on the open list.

Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this chapter are drawn the main conclusions of the work developed and are pre-
sented some ideas, possible to be implemented, in order to improve the presented
work.
6.1 Final Outcomes of the Work
According to the initial objectives mentioned in Chapter 1, and analyzing the
tests performed and the results obtained, it can be concluded that there is a
clear positive outcome of all the work developed, since two trajectory planning
algorithms were implemented in the VC software, and one scheduling algorithm
with three distinct types of approaches.
Regarding the determination of the advantages and disadvantages between the
different algorithms, it was only possible to compare the planning algorithms (A*
and TEA*) and not the of the scheduling ones. It was verified that the TEA*
algorithm allowed to achieve the goal of avoiding deadlocks in the trajectory
planning of AGV fleets. In relation to the three approaches of the scheduling
algorithm, the characteristics of each one were described.
Comparing the results attained with the initial objectives, there was a differ-
ence that is mainly due to the fact that the initial learning of the Visual Com-
ponents software operation and programming took longer than expected, mainly
due to the absence of technical information available.
6.2 Improvement Suggestions
Firstly, it is suggested to implement more planning and scheduling algorithms in
order to determine the advantages and disadvantages between algorithms. Sec-
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ondly, it is suggested to incorporate other functionalities, among which: (i) in
the planning algorithms the condition that if any AGV has to go to charge the
battery to the AGV Charging Station, it has to plan the route until this one
and, after load, to plan the route to the destination that it intends to reach; (ii)
add wagons to the AGV and be able to detect the position of the AGV and its
last wagon, in order to avoid collisions with other vehicles; (iii) to use the nodes
(mentioned in the chapters 4 and 5), that belong to dead ends, to direct some
AGV to there in situations in which it is intended to leave the way free for another
AGV, thus avoiding a collision; (iv) in the scheduling algorithms, to ensure that
the AGV also move to the nearest AGV Drop Locations; and (v) if any AGV is
not able to go to the nearest task due to collisions, make it replan and choose the
nearest next task.
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Appendix A
Settings in the Components
Properties
AGV Pick Location
Figure A.1: AGV Pick Location properties
Shape Feeder
Figure A.2: Shape Feeder properties
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.3: AGV Default properties (a) and AGV ReCharge properties (b)
